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GE5CHENK DER 
DEUTSCHEN FORSCHUNG5GEMEINSCHAFT 
AN DIE 
STADT. UND  UNIVER5ITKTSBIBLIOTHEK 
FRANKFURT AM  MAIN 
'--------------------
Old  Jew  interrogated  by  NclZi  troops  during  Taid  on  Be1"lin  ghetto. THE 
NAZI  POGROM 
ON 
GERMAN  JEWRY 
. , 
3Jn  jflf(eluoriant 
Waiter Steinfeld.  Jewish  student of Breslau,  killed  by  Nazis  on  February 5th. 
Joseph Steiner.  Jewish  old-clothes  dealer  of Beuthen,  Silesia,  aged  53,  shot  dead  by  Nazi  Storm 
Troopers on 4th  March. 
Oswald laufer of Wuppertal-Elberfeld, aged  26.  Shot dead  by  Nazis at the end of March.  He had 
just been  released from  prison and was  going into his  parents' home when  he was fired  at and 
fell  dead  on the  door-step. 
Otto Selz.  Jewish  cattle dealer of Straubing,  dragged out of bed  on  the  night  of the  22nd  March, 
taken into a motor-car and  killed  between Mangkofen and Woerth.  His skull was battered and 
there were two bullets in  the body. 
Dr. Wilhelm Spieger, Jewish lawyer of Kiel, was awakened by a ringing at his front door at 2 o'clock 
in  the  morning.  While his  wife  telephoned to the  police she  heard  a shot and,  running out, 
found  her husband dead and saw two men in  flight. 
Krohl, Jewish Journalist of Berlin, aged 23, employed by the Acht Uhr Abendblatt  His mother identified 
his  body in the morgue.  The body was surrendered to her in  a carefully bound sack and she was 
forbidden to have it examined before burial. 
Kindermann, Jewish  youth  aged  20,  killed  in  a  Berlin  street on  March  17th.  He  had  attended  an 
examination for  master-baker, and  had  been  threatened  by  Nazi  students  if  he  persisted with 
the examination.  His  parents were compelled to announce in  the press that his  death was due 
to an accident. 
Neumann, JeWish  merchant of Konigsberg,  was  seized  by  Storm  rroopers, dragged from inn  to inn 
and ferOCiously  beaten on head and body.  Pepper was then sprinkled upon  his wounds, and  he 
was  released and  allowed to be  conveyed  home.  It  was  thought safer to take him to a  Berlin 
sanatorium.  There he  died  of a fractured skull  and  of blood  poisoning caused  by the  pepper. 
F--.  JeWish  merchant of Dolgesheim.  In  1930 was compelled  by  NaZi terrorism to flee to Worms, 
where he  remained.  He was dragged from  his  home  by  Storm Troopers and taken  back in  a 
motor-car to  Dolgeshei m.  There,  after  brutal  treatment,  he  was  hanged. 
Glaser.  A Shochet (ritual slaughterer) of Chemnltz, who had his  beard set on fire  by Nazis and died as 
result of injuries  in  the middle of March. 
ludwig UlIstein.  Famous  publisher of Berlin.  In  the middle of March  NaziS  penetrated his  house, 
beat  Ullstein  and  assaulted  his  wife.  Ullstein  died  without  recovering  consciousness.  The 
offiCial  announcement stated that he died from  .. natural causes." 
Rabbi  Baerwald of Munich,  died  in  the  middle  of March  after  he was  dragged  out from  his  bed  by 
NaZis  in the middle of the night where, after having been tortured, he was left lying  unconscious. 
He died several days later. 
3 Gunther Joachim, Jewish  barrister  of  Berlin.  Imprisoned  on  March  22nd,  in  Storm  Detachment 
barracks.  where  he  was  grossly  mishandled  in  company  with  some  dozens  of other  pr~soners. 
mostly Jews.  Police  authorities  refused  to intervene although they  knew  that he  was  Illegally 
arrested.  Dr.  Joachi m died  a  week  later  in  hospital. 
Notary Schumm.  Arrested at  Kiel  for  the alleged  wounding  of a storm-trooper on  the 1st  April. 
and  lynched  by  crowd  breaki ng  into  gaol. 
Hans Sachs.  The  Jewish  Industrialist of Chemnitz was  murdered  by  Nazis  after declining to permit 
a Nazi Commissar to take charge of his  business.  The official  report stated that Sachs committed 
SUicide. 
Heinrich Weiner, well-known  lawyer  of  Chemnitz.  Kidnapped  and  murdered  by  Nazis  on  the 
12th  of April.  He  was  Hans  Sachs'  lawyer  and  intended  to take  Sachs'  case  to the  German 
courts. 
Ratter brothers.  Owners  of a number  of theatres  in  Germany.  Killed  by  Nazis  In  Lichtenstein. 
Dr. Rudolf Benario shot dead  by the Nazis in the concentration camp at Furth.  The offiCial statement 
declared that he  was shot while trying to escape. 
Goldman.  Shot  dead  together with  Dr.  Benario. 
Georg Gruenewald. chemist  in  Berlin.  Was  kidnapped  by  Nazis  in  middle  of April  and  killed. 
Frau Gruenewald.  Poisoned  by  Nazis  when  she  engaged  private  detectives  to discover  husband's 
murderers.  Police  announced  that she  committed  suicide. 
Jewish Invalid of village of Hessen.  Forced  by  Nazis on  the 7th April to rise from  his  bed and  run 
through the streets carrying  Nazi  flag.  and  crying  "  Hell  Hitler," until  he  collapsed  and  died. 
Jew of Oberhessen.  Reported on  the 7th  April  hanged  head  downward  by  his  feet  and  beaten  to 
death  by  Nazis. 
Herman  Schneider,  known  as  Erik  Jan  Hanussen.  Famous  hypnotist  and  telepathist.  Savagely 
murdered  by  Nazis  .his  mutilated  body found  in  Baruth forest  in  the middle  of April. 
Kassel, of Wiesbaden.  Nazis  broke  Into  his  house  on  the  23rd  April and  shot Kassel  dead. 
Rosentrauch of Wiesbaden. dropped dead from shock when  pistol  was  pointed at  him  by  NaZis  who 
penetrated  into  his  house. 
Dr. Georg lehmann.  Took poison on  April  4th and  died  in  hospital.  He  left a letter that he  could 
not endure any  longer what was  going on. 
Ferdinand Goldschmidt, Director of the City  Gas Co., dismissed  because he was a Jew  took veronal 
and  died.  ' 
Kurt lange, Jewish  notary.  Jumped  into the Wannsee as  a result of the boycott. 
Alexis Holoworden, Judge  of the 1st  District  Court.  Shot  himself after  he  had  been  dismissed. 
Dr. Heymann, and wife,  manager of department store in  Gladbach.  Made  a death  pact,  depressed 
over the  present Jewish situation. 
Or. Hans Bettmann, Assessor  Judge  of Heidelberg.  Shot  himself.  He  was  dismissed  because  his 
father  was  of Jewish  origin. 
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Prof.  Felix Auerbsch and  Wife.  Professor of Jena University,  made  suicide  pact  with  his  Wife  as 
result  of  present  pOSition  in  Germany. 
Barber.  Frankfurt  merchant  committed  SUicide  on  3rd  April  as  result  of persecutlons. 
Meyer and wife.  Frankfurt chemist committed suicide  on  3rd  April  as  result of persecutions. 
Herbert Schimeck.  Paper  merchant of Berlin,  aged  32,  shot himself on  3rd April declaring  he  was 
unable to bear  shame of yellow  signs  displayed  outSide  his  shop in  connection  with  boycott. 
Alexis Holleschossen.  Judge  of Berlin.  shot himself on  the 4th  April  as  result of being  dismissed 
from  office. 
Gladbach Rheydt, and wife.  Manager  of Berlin  store, took poison  on  5th April  together with  his 
wife  as  result  of hopeless  situati on. 
WaiteR'  Schaeffer and  wife.  Chief  Engineer  of  the  German  Federal  Government  broadcasting 
organisation.  Committed  suicide  when  dismissed  from  office  because  he  was  a Jew. 
Alfons Pressburger.  Cattle dealer of Grating, committed suiclde on the 11th April because, as  he was 
suspected  of spreading  atrocity  propaganda,  he  preferred  death  to arrest  by  Nazis. 
Pollak.  Director  Landsberger  Bank  Glogau.  found  poisoned  in  train  on  the 11th  April.  Suicide 
believed  due to boycott ruining  his  business. 
Fritz Rosenfelder.  Committed  suicide  and  left  a letter declaring  that as  a German  Jew  he  could 
not look on  at the manner  in  which  German  Jews  were  now treated  in  their Fatherland. 
Prof. Jacobson.  Of Marburg  University.  Committed suicide  on  the 28th  April  after  he  had  been 
retired  by  the  Minister  of Education  from  his  post  because  he  was  a Jew. 
The  death  of numerous  other  Jews  who  were  murdered  or  committed 
suicide  as  a result of the  present situation  is  recalled.  Their  names  or 
other  particulars  cannot  be  ascertained  and  even  their  number  is  not 
known.  The  German  Government  has  requested  the  press  in  Germany 
not to carry any obituary notices of  such  cases not even"  In  Memorlam  " 
advertisements.  Many  cases  of disappearance  are  on  record  but  what 
happened to  the victims  is  not yet known.  Other cases which  have been 
represented  as  natural  deaths  may  cover  hidden  tragedies  of murder or 
suicide.  It  is  fitting  that all these  unknown  martyrs  should be  recal/ed 
on  this  occasion. 
;iTl\la!'  tf)eit  souls  test  in  peace. 
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:\  MI':'-;SAC;E  FROM  THE  ARCHBISHOP  OF  YORK 
lhlisf)ops'tborpe. 
!Jotk. 
May  5th,  1933. 
Racial  persecution  is  a  blot  on  any  civilisation 
or culture.  It  is  our  duty  to  try to  understand the 
causes  and  character of  the  Nazi  revolution in 
Germany,  ~hich has  secured  the  support  of many  of  the 
best  elements in  that nation.  But  even if understand-
ing  leads  to  sympathy  in general,  that sympathy must 
be  marred  by  such acts  of persecution against  Jews, 
pa0ifists and  others  as  have  sullied the  record of 
the  revolution hitherto.  It is  very  important  that 
the  German  Government  and leaders  shou~d apprebiate 
the  alienation of the most  sympathetic of British 
citizens  which  these  acts  have  effected.  ~hatever 
may  be  pleaded  in  extenuation  of  offences  committed 
in  the  crisis  of  a  revolution,  no  condemnation  can 
be  t~o strong for  the racial persecution and organised 
terrorism which  have  undoubted~y been characteristic 
of one  aspect  of  the  revolution lately brought  about. 
(Signed)  WILLIAM  EBOR. 
-
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Sentence of death  has  been  passed  on  the Jews  of Germany-over half 
a  million  men,  women  and  children-by  Hitler  and  his  henchmen.  The 
entire Jewish  population of Germany is face  to face  with starvation;  no  sec-
_  tion  of the community,  rich  or poor,  is  to escape.  In  the heart of Europe 
the  sentence  is  being  executed  to  the  letter,  inexorably  and.  ruthlessly, 
and  the world  has  not yet fully  awakened to the magnitude of the tragedy. 
Hitler,  Goering  and  Goebbels  have  made  their reassuring  statements 
to the outside world.  Hitler has  called  his followers to halt,  and,  has  made 
it known  throughout the civilised  world,  he  will  have discipline among  his 
party.  He could  have  restored order to his  country and  their rights to the 
Jews  had  he  Wished.  Instead,  he  prefers a policy of deception.  At home, 
he  pursues  his  plans  of  exterminating  the  Jews  relentlessly  and  Without 
modification.  Abroad,  with  reassuring  statements,  he  throws dust in  the 
eyes  of the world. 
We accuse  Hitler of lying. 
He is  lying deliberately, just as  Goering is  lying when he declares one day 
to the foreign  press that the security of life  and  property of Jewish  citizens 
is  guaranteed, and,  on  the immediate morrow, announces  that the Prussian 
police are not to be turned into a squad for the protection of Jewish shops. 
He is  lying just as  Goebbels is  lying,  when he  denies in  the foreign  press 
the existence  of anti-Jewish  violence  in  his  country,  and  fans  smouldering 
passions  at home  by  declaring  that the Jews  are  the enemies of Germany. 
The  Nazi  policy  of hypocrisy  and  bigotry  must  be  exposed. 
Nazi  leaders have explained that a revolution  has  occurred  in  Germany, 
and  that  some  time  is  bound  to  elapse  before  order is  restored  and  the 
situation  becomes  quiet and  orderly. 
That is  a deliberate and  blatant lie. 
Nothing  has  yet  been  done  by  the  Nazi  authorities  to  restrain  their 
followers  in  their brutality against the Jews.  On the contrary, no  opport-
unity  is  lost  to stir  up  popular  feeling  against  the  Jews.  Day  after  day, 
hour after hour, new decrees directed exclusively against the Jews are being 
promulgated.  Even  the Jewish  children  are  not  spared.  There is  no  sign 
of restraint or modification. 
The  lives  of  six  hundred  thousand  people  are  at stake. 
There is  no  excuse for  Hitler's acts.  The  blood  of  innocent  men  and 
women is on his head. The ruin of  an entire population must be laid at his door. 
Hitler's promises cannot  be  trusted  any  longer.  He  must  be  forced 
to restore the equality of rights of all  the citizens  in  Germany  irrespective 
of creed.  This elementary principle of the restoration of human  rights will 
be fought for.  It  is  a struggle from  which  no  man  with  a heart to feel  or 
a  mind  to think dare withdraw.  . S.  M.  SALOMON, 
World  Alliance  for  Combating  Anti-Semitism. 
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7 S.  M.  Salomon,  Esq., 
33,  St.  James's  Street, 
London,  S. W. 1. 
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Our Challenge to  Hitler 
The Nazi  persecution of the Jews in  Germany is a challenge to civilisation  § 
which  cannot  be  ignored.  § 
It  is  as  unreasoning as  it  is  bestial.  Its conception  is that of a mad  bull.  :=:_==  __ 
Its  execution  is  that of a pack of wolves.  ~ 
If  Hitler really  desires  a  return to the spirit of the Middle  Ages,  with  __  =::==_==:~_=::_=  all  their chaos,  rapine, internecine wars, misery and famine,  his  raw, youthful  0 
battalions are on the right path.  But one hesitates to credit him  with such 
logical  intentions. 
He  cannot know what he does apart from  the moment's inflamed appeal  . :: 
to that ferocious emotionalism which  is  the foundation  of his  power.  § 
Hitler's  savage  onslaught  on  the  Jews  is  a  menace  to  the  wide 
world-a peril  which  must  be  squarely  faced  and  combatted. 
Jews  fought  for  Germany.  Jews  worked  for  Germany.  They  have 
been good  and  loyal  citizens  in  whatever land  they have settled.  All  lands 
but Germany recognise their services and  their civic worth with full  national 
privileges  and  complete  freedom. 
Shall  we  suffer  this  hysterical 
attitude  at  its  least  objectionable 
inanition? 
Teutonic  ingratitude-to  put the  Nazi 
level-in  silence  and  in  "diplomatic" 
If  ever there were a trumpet call  to the best qualities of  human  kind, 
that call  has  been sounded from  the tyrannised cities of the new Germany! 
Madness must be fought with determination.  Cruelty must be met with 
vigour  and  unflinching  courage.  The Jews,  everywhere,  must show them-
selves to be of the very stuff of the Maccabees, and  superior, in  every sense, 
to the fanatics who are now attempting their civic obliteration. 
-_;==  __  ===:=  But  this  is  not  a  fight  of just sixteen  million  Jews  against  65  million 
Germans  as  Hitler chooses to put  it.  This  is  a fight of the entire civilised 
world against barbarism and  tyranny.  Now is the time to meet the monster 
anti~semitism and  crush  it finally  and  for  good. 
Let  us  then, with all  our power, proclaim our challenge to Nazi  brutish- §==_ 
ness  masquerad ing as  democracy, for  we shall  and  must  prevail. 
§ 
WOR.LD  ALLIANCE  FOR  COMBATING  ANTI-SEMITISM. 
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9 Fight the Nazis 
T
HE negotiations condllcted by Jewish leaders 
with  the  German  authorities  to  abandon 
their alltisemiric policy have resulted  in  miserable 
fa.il ure.  Whatever  the  prom ises  of  Cl  reassuring 
nature  made  by  the  German  government,  they 
have never been put into practice. 
It is generally realized that the "silent pogrom" 
against  the  Jews  is  continuing  in  full  force. 
Illdeed,  the term «silent" can hardly be used  of a 
boycott that is  conducted with brutal frankness by 
the  actual  heads of  the  present  C;overmnent. 
It  is  not  true  that 
"If every Jew,'  ne said,  "is permitted to leave 
Germany  with  as  little  as  £50,  half  a  milliard 
marks would  be lost  to  the  Reichsbank  and  the 
German currency be completely unbalanced." 
So,  while on the one hand the Jew must remain 
in  the country so that Germany may keep the mark 
steady on the other hand every possibility of earn-
ing his living is denied him, and no solution what-
soever to the problem is ofFered by the Government 
other than to starve him to death. 
All  right-minded  Englishmen  have  shown 
physical  ;tttacks  against 
the  Jews  have  subsided, 
f:lI- less  discontinued. 
The number of  Jewish 
murders and the  s~-cal1ccl 
((suicides"  are  g'rowin<r 
Lord  Lugard,  G.c'M.G., 
their  abhorence  of  this 
sinister  scheme  of  the 
Nazis.  Both Houses of 
Parliament  have  ex-
pressed  in  no  uncertain 
terms  their  indignation. 
Representations  were 
made by  the British and 
American  Governments 
to the German authorities 
on  the  subject.  The 
German  authorities  have 
not  given  ground  one 
inch. 
l  Mo 
rapidly  more  numerous 
day  by day. 
But,  in the face of  the 
death  sentence  that  has 
been  passed  011  the  Cl/-
tirc  Jewish populatioll of 
Germany,  physical  vio· 
leilCc  against  indi  y id lIal 
Jewish  citizens  is  of 
necessity shifted  into the 
background. 
Starvation,  is  the  only 
future  to  which  r;6~,o0~) 
Jews in Cermanyhave to 
look  fonvard  to.  All 
means  of  livelihood  arc 
dellied  to  them. 
Mandates  Commission  to  Protect 
Minorities. 
I have  no hesitation  in  saying that as  an 
Englishman  I  share  the  regret  of  my 
countrymen,  to  which  strong  expression 
has been  given  in  both  Houses  of Parlia-
ment,  that  the  German  Government 
should  have  adopted  measures against  a 
small  minority  on  the  basis  of  racial 
discrimination,  instead  of  limiting  its 
action  to  any  individuals  against  whom 
some definite  charge  can  be preferred. 
The  Permanent  Mandates  Commission-
an  international  body  of  which  I am  a 
member-has upon  occasion  made  every 
effort  to  protect  Minorities  when  racial 
prejudice  seemed  to  threaten  unfair 
d  iscriminations. 
Special  11e5sagc  to World Alliance. 
They cate nothing for 
British public opinion. 
They  heed  no  appeal 
for  justice,  or  ~ven for 
clemency. 
What is  the solution? 
There is only one left. 
Fight  the  Nazis I 
Every  man  who  is 
interested  in maintaining 
The  entire  Jewish 
population  of  Ge;many  has  virtually been  placed 
in a prison, without food ami with no escape.  Even 
those who might have been <!.ble  to scrape together 
enough money to go abroad ate  not permitted  to 
leave  the  country.  P~lssports  have  he('11  with-
drawn from  all  the Jews. 
the progress of humanity 
must join  the  movement  to  overthrow a  scheme 
which  is  turning  the  German  people  into 
monstrous savages. 
Fight  the  Nazis ! 
Boycott their goods. 
Everything that comes  from  Nazi  Germany  is 
tainted  with Jewish blood. 
Ostensibly, the withdrawal of  their  pa~,~ports is 
due to  the fact  that they Illay  relate abroad  what 
is  happening ill  Germany.  In  fact  the cat was let 
out of the bag by a fron tier oA-icial  who stopped a 
Jew from crossing the frontier, although his papers 
were in  order. 
10 
vVhatever  demand  Germany  makes  of  the 
(Jut~idc  w~rld  .mu~t  be  ignored  and  rejected 
untt! she gives Justice  to her own  subjects, to all 
the citizens and  peoples living in  her midst. 
Fight the Nazis  until  justice is  done I 
The Nazi government will  break if it does not 
bend  to  a  united  manifestation  of  protest. 
THE  HEROES. 
--------:----------------------"-'--"-------"-
[/In  original  drawing  by  Lasda] 
Reproduced  by  hi"d  permission  0/  "Time  lImi  Tide." 
11 Physical  Violence 
B
1tUTAL atLaeks on ,Jews in the open streets 
or in their homes  have aRBumed  colossal 
proportions. It is impossible,  however,  to as-
uerta,in 'with any amount of' accuracy even  the 
approximate  number  of  !IHllt:reated  .Jews. 
Not only does  the press mamta.lll  al~ absolute 
silence about such cases, awl the polIce refuse 
any information,  but evell  nearest  relatives 
are aJraid to speak lest 
even  non-German  citizens  are  frequently 
afraid to  report to  their  Consul for fear  of 
Nazi revenge. 
On March 4th, at 6 p.m., Ezriel Weiss of 
10, Dragonel'stl'asse was taken out of his home 
;],t  the point of a  revolver,  and removed  to  a 
garage  at  1)6,  Prenzlauerstrasse.  He  was 
talmn  there  by  people  who  said  they  were 
It  similar  fate  should  .---~------.-- -------.. --.-.---.. - ........ ---.-- ,  members of the Nation-
befall  them.  Even 
the  victims  thelllsel  ves 
refuse to talk lest they 
should be again arrest,· 
eel  and llU1Hl'eated.  It 
is  shocking  to  realise 
how far the terror has 
gone.  In Olle  instance 
a  fa,theI'  refused  to 
admit that his son had 
been  murdered  by the 
Nazis.  He was afl'ttid 
that  It  similar  fate 
might hefedl  the other 
Illembers of his family. 
Five official protests 
hit  ve  been  .made  by the 
Polish  Unvernment  to 
the German authorities 
with regard to the rnal-
Ll'eatrm~nt  nt'Polish 
,Jews in Uermany. The 
eases  of  210  .Jews 
who  were  beaten  and 
wounded  were  dealt 
wi th,  awl  sworn  affi-
davits  were  supplied 
l!v  the victims. 
..  Some  particularly 
savago  instances  of 
tOl'tm'p,  aI'£'  recorded 
Sir William Arbuthnot Lane,  C.B., 
Message  to World Alliance. 
I desire  to  express  my  profound  concern 
respecting  the  attitude  adopted  by  the 
NaZi  party to Jews  in  Germany. 
Public  opinion  throughout  the  world  is 
unanimous  in  condemning  the  organised 
Antisemitism  under  which  not  only  is 
personal violence tolerated, but which has 
deliberately  deprived  many  thousands  of 
law-abiding  German  citizens  of  their 
livelihood and prospects.  The sympathies 
of the  whole  of the  medical  profeSSion 
go  out  to  the  numerous  doctors  and 
scientists  who  have  been  ruthlessly  ex-
pelled  from  tlleir  appointments  merely 
by  reason  of their race. 
I am  glad  to  associate  myself with  any 
movement which will bring home to  those 
responSible  the  feeling  of  horror  and 
disgust  with  which  everyone  in  this 
country  regards  the  Nazi  attitude  to-
wards  a  race  which  has  contributed 
enormously  to  the  cultural  triumphs  of  I  ~mChGer:a:ss~rightIY  praUd
o
• ___  , 
al Socialist Party.  In 
the  cellar,  he  was 
beaten  with  rubber 
cudgels,  and his pass-
port  was  taken  away 
from him as well as a 
ring.  At  the  police 
station,  Weiss did not 
ha  ve  his  passport nor 
his  ring  returned  to 
him.  He was kept in 
prison  till  2  p.m. , 
Monday,  March  6th. 
below,  together with ;:;everal  euscs of the mal-
treatment of ,J ('ws  of oth('1'  llationali  ties,  in-
eluding Americans. 
sustained 
shoulders, 
to work. 
On  March  6th,  at 
:3  p.m., Abraham Leib 
.M:ittelman was held up 
in the Brandenburgel'-
strasse by a man wear-
ing the uniform of the 
Storm  Troop  detach-
ment  of  the  National 
Socialist  Party,  who 
pulled  him  by  force 
into  a  neighbouring 
restaurant.  At  the 
point of a  revolver,  he 
led him into the kitchen 
and told him to  drink 
some fluid.  Mittelman 
not  knowing  what  it 
was,  refused.  He was 
thereupon  beaten  and 
lll.luries  in  the  head  and  the 
as a  result of which he is unable 
The  almost complete  ahS(~llC'(' of details )'f'-
gal'ding the maltreatnwnt of (}el'IIHUl .Jews eall 
point to  only  one  cnnc:luRioYl.  Inforrnati'.lll 
regarding all sm:h  tl'eatmfmt·, }ws heell suppr(.'s. 
sed hy the German authorities, aIld only wlwll 
a ,Jew was in a position to claim the pro/peti()1I 
of Itis Consul h:ls his eas(' heeortlP knowll.  Hilt 
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On  the same day at Darmund the editor of 
the  loeal  "Soeialistisches Volksblatt,"  Felix 
Fechenbaeh,  a  PoaIe-Zionist,  was  knocked 
~1,()Wll hy :t.nmnher of men wearing Nazi St?rm 
I roup  uTllfol'rn.  and  has  sllstamed  serIOUS 
head  injuries.  The  assailants  got  a;way 
without allY  clue to  their identity. 
Al  tu l'  :)clloeulvlllsol.'l3tJ'llsse  was  entered  by  Oil l\Jn l'vh  7t It, Hahhi Most'S  Ezekiel HuttC'll- IJersons wearillg' uuiform,  who beat the  Cl1S-
I ·.)(~l'!!.,  (')f' 7,  v'eisenber,!1:el'stl'as  .. ·s.e,  '. vas It  w akel,le.,d  '~l I  ~l'l  tl  all 
- "  U  I  tolUOl'S  with I'Ubbel'  cue ge s.  . ley  11'eW  c.  n  t  :{ a. m.  h~' IH~rsolls wh(~  8~1]( I t ll:)'  W('1'P  mon  t.he  foud  off  the  buffet.  threatened  tu  kill 
I)(·l'~.·  (·.)f'  (,he  :lllxilinn.· IH)I(('p.  Bel.llg  1lllablc' (.(l  I  I  I  t  ut it 
."  I  t I  I  evel'ybo(ly  ;wet  thou 01'( el'e(.  t. le l'es  aU.I·1l.  J  obtain ellt,l':tm~e, they shot t  11'(le  tllnes  ,11'01Ig I  be  closed.  FOUl'  days pl'evlOllsly.  at 2  p.Ill., 
tlte window into tIle hedroom.  '.  twelve ·IJel'SOllS  in llllifol'Hl had hU.llted  aJl the  '1'.·11e  ~,·.·,'lme  ovenim,  ...  '·  at  7.45  p.n.l.  N[t;Jc.'r  t  Ihld 
"  "  1 I  customel'H out of the same l'estaUl'Hll  ,  1~1l(  ,  ..  uT11.ll;·e~11  ()f  10.  Linienstl'asse,  w 11  e  gUlllg  l\,r  1  f  1J  el'  for 
VY  '  1  I  t}  then  demanded  250  lVi.a]' (S  . l'om  . ans  .  Il{.·)}·11e  "'ith his ,!1TaIl<lsOIl,  was .attac,'-e.(  III  1(.~  I 
. "  "  f  r  carrying out a police seaJ'c 1.  .  Chenadierstrasse by two men 111  llIll' Ol'm  W 10.  The  same  day at 
heat  him  over  the  6.45 p.m.  Aron tirl-
head  alld  shoulders  band,  of 31,  Grena-
with  sticks  till  he  dierstrasse,  was  at-
fell senseless.  tacked in the Linien-
The same evening  strasse.  He and his 
nt 7 p.m. Moses ~ek- 'bI 
selmnn, of 87,  Lll1d- parents were tern  y 
beaten till  the blood  hel'gerstl'nsse,was Ret  I'Hn.  On  the orderE  npon  in  the  ~.hena- 1 
cliel'stl'llSSe and heat- of  the  uniforme( 
en with Ht.ieks hy men  persons he  was com-
in llui fOI'nl.  pelled  to  close  his 
The same evening  shop. 
at 7 p.m. MatisMen- At 7 p.m., Nahum 
del.  56  years of age,  Solomon  Hillman, 
of  37,'  Gl'enadiel'- of 146, Linienstrasse 
stl'asse was attacked  was  attacked  in  a 
in  the  Grenndiel'- Cafe in the  Gl'ena-
stl'asse hy two men in  dierstrasse and bettt-
uniform,  who  beat  en  by  eight persons 
him  senselesR.  His  in uniform. 
wonnds are snch that  At  7.30  p.m., 
he  is no  hmger  able  J a;nka  Panner,  of 
to  work.  82  Kaiser Wilhelm-
On  Mnrch  8th,  st;asse,  was  attack-
Isaac Gordnn, of 19,  ed  by  persons  in 
Alte  Schoenhanser- uniform, was beaten 
sil'asse was attacked  with  rubber  cudgels 
at 8  p.m.  by  peoplfl  and terroriRed  with 
in ulliforlll, who beat  "-1 nlf''1T'C{})nlll>lE  Il  revolver,  and  a,  IL  ~  )ID  IH\. lE roll IlIE m{ IE  \l'  \L.I  H  Ill\. 
him  into  m1  llnCOIl- ru.  pocket book contain-
scious  state  with  j,"'/'rtJtillcetl  frotH  "(;o"di(/","  1"0;1'.  ing 850  Marks  and 
sticks.  .  .  documents was taken away.  .  On March 9th,  Isaac  Ad~eI', of 5,  LlIll~n- 'f  t  d th 
strasse and his son were terrIbly beaten.  The  At 8.30, two persons in U111  orm e!l ere  e 
1  d  110Ine  Of Joel Zisapel at 32,  Grenadler~trasse.  windows of his shop were smas le  .  .  1  t  11  th 
'1'11e  srnle  day  in the Sachs  Cafe,  HIll.el  They beat Zisapel, his wifp anc son]  . ey 
1.  •  LL  11  were a  mass of  blood,  and  tool~ away  3,200 
Cellbamn of 16, Muenzstrasse, was beaten tI  Mal'lm, and va1'ious goocls  fl'o~ hIS restaurant. 
he streamed blood.  850 Mnrks whirh he had  A  leaded  stick  and  thl'entemng let.terR  were 
Oll hilll wer'e  taken awa" from him.  } 
.1  •  found in ZisH,pel's  1Ome.  . 
The  stlme  day,  Israel  England,  of  4·6,  At the sanle time an attack was earned out 
T>mgon8I'stl'llSSe,  was hentml  in  all attack Oil  ill  the  Wienel'  Cafe,  at  12,  Alte  Schoe11-
the Elw:lnltciel'  Cnf't~ at H,  SvllOeuhn.llser Allee.  ,r'l  1  F  Id  f  12 
C'  •  t  12  llc·'lls'el.'.strasse,.  and  1\1.teI  He}  ~e  llutn,  0  .,  The  restaurant  of  Moses  Pal'lsel'  a  ,  .L. 
13 1'hysica/  l"'o[,·/lft·  (uIIlI,III//'(J) 
AIte  8choellhauHel'~tl';H;:-;('  w:u;  badlv  benten. 
The attack was carried (",ut  by  three men  in 
uniform.  . 
At the same  time,  IHl'ael  Schaechtel', of 9, 
Strassburgerstrasse,  was  beaten  outHide  the 
Cafe  Engel  at  4,  Sohoenhanserstrnsse  by 
people in uniform who cut open his head. 
At 9  p.m. that evening several  people  in 
uniform  attacked  Emanuel  Kruga,  of  19, 
Metzerstl'UR8e  in the Eng'laender Cafe.  He 
was beaten \vi th sticks, kicked, and money waR 
taken away from him. 
In the same place,  Wolf Fertig, of C.l-l'ena-
dierstrasse.  was 
beaten. 
Another  Jew,  a  naturalised  American 
named Henry S.  Sattler,  came  to Berlin to 
visit his father.  On March 4th, he and two 
German-Jewish  friends  were  accosted  and 
attacked by fifteen uniformed storm troopers 
in a  public square in Berlin,  and only after 
great difficulty  succeeded  in escaping  to the 
police station. 
Three  people  broke  into  the  home  of 
Rabbi  J onah  Fraenkel,  an  aged  "wonder-
Habbi"  1i ving  in  the  Dragonerstrasse, 
held  a  revolver  to his head,  terrorised his 
daughter and lmcked over  the writing table 
at  which  the' Rabbi 
Nathaniel S.  WoW, 
of  Rochester,  New 
York,  It  painter  by 
trade,  came  to  C}er-
nInny on a  visit.  At 
five  o'o1ock  on  the 
morning  of  election 
cla,y  (i\'fal'ch  5th)  five 
ulllformed storm troop-
ers,  entered  his  bed-
room,  hit  him  on  the 
jaw,  and  then,  with 
threats that he  would 
be  shot,  took him to a 
Magistrates  View  with  Deep  Distress 
German  Persecutions. 
was sitting,  so that he 
was badly cut about the 
head  and was 'uncon-
scious. for  some  hours. 
Nazi  room  several 
stl'eets  awa'y.  There 
he was bOllnd and gag-
ged and thrown on the 
floor.  The  storm 
troopenl  with  their 
revolvers  drawn  8tOOO 
over him. 
We  members  of  the  Manchester  !City 
Bench  of Magistrates,  being -,British  citi-
zens of many religious denominations and 
varied  political  opinions,  view  with  deep 
distress  the  persecutions  to  which  the 
Jews of Germany are now being subjected, 
and the discrimination that is being exer-
cised  against  them  solely  on  account  of 
their faith  and race.  We therefore appeal 
to  the  German  Government  and the  Ger-
man  nation to grant,  as they have a/ways 
hitherto done,  equal justice,  political  and 
economic  freedom,  and  liberty  of  con-
Science to al/ their citizens alike, whether 
they be  Christians or Jews. 
Resolution adopted at Quarterly Meeting of Manchester 
City Justices. 
After several  weeks 
illness recovering from 
his  wounds  Rabbi 
Fraenkel  escaped  to 
Prague, where further 
details  as  to fthe  cir-
cumstances  of  the 
attack were related by 
him. 
Thereupon the  Ger-
man  official  press  "in 
the name of responsible 
Jewish  Leaders"  an-
nounced that no Rabbi 
Fraenkel  had  ever 
lived  in Germany and 
tha.t  the  attack  was 
Three hours latel' the 
leader of the storm troop hattalion entered the 
room and ordered that Wolff be  released,  but 
first he exacted a promise from Wolff that he 
should sign a, statement.  The statement read 
as followR;  "1  am a  .J ew.  I  will leave fot 
Paris by the first  train.  I  promise never to 
return to German'y  again.  No violence was 
done and no  property WllS  tllken  from  me." 
All of this .,;as untrue, but Wolff SIlYR  that he 
was ~o ternfied at the t,hreltt to shoot him thn,t 
he SIgned  the statement. 
an  invention  for  pur-
poses of propaganda against Germany. 
On  Ma.rch  9th,  Wolf  Leib  Taenzer  and 
Heinrich Fuchs were beaten and arrested. 
In Dnesbll7'g : 
Wolff was taken in ri,  ear to the Grunewllld 
Forest in the western subnrbs of Berlin, 11l1d 
thrown ~mt  of the car.  He made his way back 
to the CIty,  reported to the American COllsul-
GeneraL  Rnd  took  the next train for PariH. 
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During an attack on  the market place,  the 
Polish subject,  Nirenstein was attacked and' 
beaten.  So was Bein.  of Hagendorstrasse. 
In Essen-ll  arnbol'n : 
.The windows were smashed in the shops of 
MlChael  Rosen,  Mendel  Manheim,  Marcus 
Danku81'.  Chairn  Hersh  Kliersfeld.  On 
March 8th  in  both  towns many Polish citi-
zellS  were  forced  to  close  their  shops.  At 
night It large number of house searches were 
made. 
(Continlled  on  page  16) 
TERROR 
{?"prnt/"'"cd  fro",  tilt·  "/llIfr"f."  Pratfuc. 
PRISONERS  IN  NAZI  R\HRACKS TOHTUHED  }'OR  HOURS. 
15 III Flit  k"lIstl'ill : 
:\lendel  (~I·llellgeld.  Abrahurl1  Weismnn, 
l\Vn·itz  Choina('ki,  (ioldstein  a  11<1  Mendel 
Uenislaw w('('C'  Iwaten. 
III  J/oudeblt/'If: 
011  ~Ial't'!J  'ktll.  at  11  o'dock at Ilight,  Hi\: 
IJt~rsollH,  S(JIll(' ill lluil'ul'lIJ, entered the hotel or 
Hmmah Bl'zostuwiet'ko.  They Hred  It  revol-
ver  n  nd  beat  all  the  visi tor's  in  the  hotel 
lounge,  Many  we/'e  i'.tahhed  with  knives. 
B/'zostowieeko's daughter, who wanted to call 
the police.  was dragged away from  the tele  .. 
phone,  the fUl'llitul'e  was wl'ceked,  the win-
dnws  were  smashed  and  a  great  deal  of 
damage was done. 
[11  Sd~lleid('mll('hl : 
On  lvlarch  8tb.  David  SchindelmnIl  was 
attacked  by  several  penplr  in  unifol'm  who 
bent  l1illl  till  llP  fell 
senseless. 
In P!U/l('iI : 
ing' tIw  sorvice,  Look  him  outsido, and draped 
around him the black, l'ed, and gold Hag of the 
]'epuhlic. 
III  tb is  guise  they forced  him  to  mat'cll 
through the main streets of the town. 
T  II Cologne.  011  March 20tll, men in Hi  tlel'-
ite uuiform raidod the flat of a Jewish couple. 
The woman, whose name is Goldman, was so 
frightened  that she  jumped  from  the  first 
storey window  to  the  pavement  thirty  feet 
helow and hroke her hip. 
_Her  husba.nd  was  so  badly  beaten  that 
he, t.oo,  had to be taken to hospital.  The name 
of the hospita.l is the BUrger Hospital. 
In FUl'th  a  sixty-five-yeal'-old  ,Jew  named 
.Juda  Zinnet  WIts  so  badly  beaten  in  t.he 
street OIl  M11.1'('h  10th that l1e  had  to  go -to 
hospital  for  a  :week. 
On Mal'ch nth, Hem·· 
rich  Klei11.  64 yen I'S of 
ag'e,  .Mol'itz·' Klcin, 
1filcHvski ,Heiul'ich 
SegaI.·  Isnac:  Regal. 
Mr.  F.  Pethick-Lawrence, 
.  In Berlin 011  March 
25th  El'win  Wellnel' 
was  stopped  by  storm 
troopers in the Linien-
strasse  and  searched 
for  weapons.  The 
storm  troopers  theIJ 
began to beat him. 
Former Financial Secretary to the Treasury. 
David  Segal  and 
I regard  racial  persecution  as  a  return 
to the  Dark  Ages. 
Sholom  Knt.ehinski  l 
Special  Message to World Alliance. 
WCt'C  beaten.  On 
JVf:ll'ch  10th.  the  mel'-
chant Monnhem Dal'mlmH  was nrrcRtecl. 
III  TV 0 nil  S  : 
On March Hth,  ChaimllIld MORes 'AI'Illiancl' 
111ld:  Hennnllll  Grucnba  nrn  were  called  into 
tIll'  premises of the Storm detachment of tlw 
National Sncia1istParty.  They were beaten 
and were compelled  to  flog  eac:h  other.  III 
addition. ,Tacoh (hnrnhnlll1l wns compelled to 
pay ;300  :Mal'ks. 
In  Zlrid~([1l : 
PilluhnHKulz, Isaac: Fink.Moritz Finkawl 
Leih Bil'OIl were beaten.  On Man'h 10th. the 
mel'elHLnts  Apelhllum  and  Holzkennel' were 
a nested.  l\Inn'y  Polish  Rllb,iects  were  in-
jured.  Medieal evidence is available in nHlIl~' 
caRes. 
In  DuiRburg,  on  :YInl'cll  18th.  a  ,Jewish 
Hahbi  named  MarC'lls  ,Taknhel'eiseh  was 
beaten by uniformed men. 
He complained to the poliee. who informed 
him that t.hey  conld  rIOt  he  bothered  with 
.Te1vR.  On March  2:3  men ill  Nazi  nnifol'Tn 
~lltE.'l'('d  the s,ynagog'ue whor<,  he "va:::;  condnc'f-
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Wellner tried to run 
away.  The  storm 
troopel's  fired  shots  ill 
the ail' and ordered him t.n  stop. 
They  then  took  him  to  an  unfurnished 
apartment in  the  Prenzlanel'strasse.  Here 
twenty perBOIlS were waiting, most of them in 
Hitlel'ito uniform.  He  W~1,S  ordered to take 
his  shoeR  off.  Then  thev beat  him  on  the 
~ll1k~d  Holes  of his  feet .. They also put salt 
In IllS eyes. 
On  March  30th  a  uniformed  Hitlerite 
named Brusi. who came from Beuthen, called 
on a Polish ,Jew living in the Bismarckstrasse. 
Berlin.  The  .Tew's  name  is  Chaim  ,Tudn, 
Saffil'.  BruRi  ordered Snffir  to  pay him an 
alleged debt of 850 marks.  This had been the 
subject of litigation between Saffir and Brusi 
two years previously, when the Berlin court.s 
rejected  Bl'llRi's  claim,  and  instead  ordered 
him to  pay Snffir  150 mnl'ks  on  a  count.er 
(~Iaim.  . 
This Brusi. who in the meantime had gOlW 
ballkrupt. never paid Saffil': 
Safflr.  therefore.  now again refused to pay 
the  mone\".  Rrtlsi  later came  hack  with n 
number of storm t,roopers, ami SuffiI' was put 
ill a  lllotur CHr and drivc'll tu the stUl'lll  trUll}! 
barracks in General Papestrasse. 
The storm troopers then proceeded  to  he:;;tt 
SatHr. and hetwee11 each  ~troke asked whether 
he would  now  pny  the  850  mal'ks ..  H~ was 
kept in the h1tLTacks froIll  ~L'JlU I'sday tIll ~n,tUl'­
day, -and beaten all the tune. 
It was only after the Polisll CUllsul  intel'-· 
yelled that he was libenlted.  He was Ol'dered 
to sign a declaration 
stating that.  he had 
suffered  no  harll!. 
,J.  Singer  COlll-
plni"lled  t.o  the police 
and lodged a  formal 
accusation with  t.he 
Public  Prosecutor 
Ol]  March  :20th  COll-
l'8ruing  his  mal-
treatment by H.itlel'-
itl' st.cml1 troopers 011 
~\Iaruh 15th. 
"On March 15th, " 
c!.  "1 
~nys '")lllg~r  "  .  was 
It: the Cafe hnglnnd-
Cl'.  Suddenly  aux~ 
iliary police entel'ed 
H n<1 .  ordered  all 
present  to  aCCOTll-
pany  them  to  the 
police sta.tion.  They 
hundled us nIl  into a 
taxi.  ami  drove  us 
tu  a  Na.zi  public 
huuse  ill  the  Schill-
ingstl'llSse. 
"A pu! ice  c()ll~tab!e took  me  to  a  first-uicl 
station,  and from there I  was sent  to  hos-
pital.  -The  llflTlleS  of  three  other. Polish 
,Jews who were likewise tukCll  from the Cafe 
1':ngl(Ulclcl'  were  Bl'elllle]',  Horowitz  and 
Suhomburg.' . 
Horowitz was subseqnently arrested and  i~ 
now a.waiting trial on  a  charge  of  luwillg' 
spread  faJse  news 
about atrocitieH. 
011  ApJ'il  6th.  i]\ 
the  Pal'oC'hlnistrasse 
III  Bedin,  a  Polish 
JeV\  named  Iche! 
\Veiden  was  taken 
illto it cellar by uni-
formed storm tl'OOPS, 
beat.en  and  ordered 
to wash the premises. 
They then pulled the 
hai  I'  of  his  beard 
out,  and when that 
took:  too long, cut it 
off 
They  shaved  the 
sigIl  of  t.he  Swas-
tik~J  into  his  head. 
A  man  sta:l'ted  to 
pla.~ the piano, while 
the others ben.t  Iehel 
Weiden in time wi  th 
the music. 
"Sevel'allllell thell 
hegan  hea ting  ns 
\vith tl'lllwheons,just 
11 "1  though  we  were 
cltrpets.  They 
qneued  up  for  the 
I)(~ating.  and  took it 
i  I \  tu  ]'US so that each 
;\  Cartooll  ill  \'Silllpliri~silllllSll1  i\[ttl1ich  1'1Hitkd:  1I.~·\l!·lldly  li(~S 
i.  la  N"rlhrliifp.  I1  SlICl'"p(l<-d  during  11 ..  -,  w:,,.  hut  till!  ni'\\" 
(;  .. nn:lny  d",,,  nllt allow  ils(·lr  tu  hI."  libelled." 
The  ca8~  of  the 
Jewish  doctor'  L.  is 
reported.  in  the 
"Aufruf,"  publish~ 
ed in Prague, which 
gi  ves.  full  details, 
together  with  the 
eel'tifiea.tm  issued  by 
a  Prague dodo!' con-
firming  the  torture. 
Dr. L.  is at present 
01le might have a, go nt the Jews.  As SOOll  as 
one of us lost consciousness they stopped be.at-
illg,.  revived  him,  alld  theu  beg"an  bel~~ll~g 
ngn.lll.  'rVe all bled freely from wounds.  IhH, 
went 011 for fl'om one and n. half to two hours. 
"At 1  cUll.  they threw me  out  into  the 
street lllW[)IlSciollS.  T tried  tn lItnke  mv -way 
tu  t.he  llearest  policE'  statioll.  but haff-wa:y 
there I collapsed unconscious and cou Id not go 
any further. 
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ill hospitnlrecovering from the injuries·which 
he has sustained. 
DI'.  L. was Hrrested  on  the 3rd March lw 
Nazi  storm  troopers  and  removed  to  thel!' 
bal'l'Hcks  ill  the Hedemann StI'HSSe,  whel'e he 
was "intel']'og<l.tecl."  FIe was asked how many 
Chl'istiall girls he had l'aped, and. upon deny-
ing'  the accusatioll, he was horse-whipped for 
t~o hours without  respite.  When  he  lost 
consciousness he was taken to the kitchens of the  b.tI'J'Hl'ks  and  I'C-
vi  vetl.  :-)evel'al  otlHlI' 
Nazis  followed  hilll 
int!o  the kitdwll,  HmI. 
wit} the cry that that 
he  had  l'lL}:;ed  sixteell 
WOlIlen,  they  again 
att:H'ked  hi Ill,  beating' 
him  for  several hours 
ill  sllccession  wi  th 
!tnrsf-whips  until  he 
aga  ill  lost  conseiulIs-
lteg::.  \Vatel'  was 
th I'own  over  him  to 
bl'ing'  him  round.  and 
the torture was merci-
lessly continued. 
Finally  a  Nazi  doc-
tor had to be  called iu 
to  attend to  tlle  half 
al i ve  doctor.  and 
charged  15  marks  fcll' 
the  "visit. ,. 
Dl. L.  was  l'etailwd 
in  the  barracks  fOJ' 
fiVE'  days.  DUl'ing that 
time  he  was  coutill-
llollsly maltrea.tecl, and 
Hunol'ed  severe injuri('s 
thl'ough  beiug  stnH'k 
III  the  face  with  lllili 
Unv l)()uts. 
While  he  was  ill 
priso/l  }w  eould  hl'HI' 
the t'l'iel'l  of other ,Jpw-
i:·;} I  pl'il'loncl's  kept  ill 
the  sallle  bal't'HCks. 
Upon  his  !'eleas('  he 
wn..,  illformed  that  he 
must not divulge what. 
had happened  to  bill! 
<lftel'  his al'l'est. 
Tlw  speein I  ('OI'1'(,S 
1)(1I1dent  of thp  "?\Iall-
dWstel'  (lwlJ'(lialJ"  ill 
(;el'llUlIlY  SlIlHs  lip  tIn' 
si ina  tiulI as f'ollmvs  :  . 
The  Rt.  Rev. 
The  Bishop  of Liverpool. 
Jewry  made  Scapegoat  of the  German 
Government, 
No doubt the reports of the outrages have 
been  exaggerated,  But  the  sp'eeches  of 
Nazi  leaders  and  instructions  given  to 
officials  make  it  abundantly  clear  that 
Violence  and  injustice  has  been  de-
liberately planned against innocent people 
merely  because  they  are  Jews,  And  the 
reason  is  not  far  to  seek.  It  is  fear. 
The  German  Government  represents  the 
fear  of the  German  people.  They  are 
afraid  of  the  rest  of  Europe.  Bitter 
experience  of their  treatment  under  the 
Treaty  of  Versailles  has  almost  killed 
their trust  in  their  fellow  nations.  They 
are afraid of the  Communist  elements  in 
their own Gnd other countries,  They  have 
persuaded themselves that many of their 
Jews  are  supporting  these  elements  for 
purposes of their  own.  For this  and other 
reasons  they  have  been  encouraged  by 
their  present  Government  to  make Jewry 
a  scapegoat,  as  Jewry  has  often  been 
made  before. 
If neighbouring nations  are to  help them 
back  to  sanity  it  will  not  be  by  strong 
language, or by reprisals,  or by threats of 
political  consequences  if they  persist. 
All this  will  only  incense  them  the  more. 
It will  be  by  bearing  witness,  calm  and 
restra ined,  to the  moral  law of toleration 
and  justice  which  ought  to  govern  alike 
the  relations  of countries  one  to  another 
and  the  handling  by  each  of discordant 
elements within  itself.  Very  slowly  is  the 
world  learning  obedience  to  that  law. 
And history  shows that we  may judge the 
progress  of a n(Jtion  in  this  lesson  by  its 
treatment of its Jews, 
Special  "lcss~gc  to Wor'ld  Alliance. 
and were left lying' ill 
the  streets,  and  were 
picked  up  by  friends 
or passers-by and taken 
to  hasp  i tal.  A  man 
and  his wife walking 
together  were  both 
beaten  and  robbed. 
"The Brown Shirts 
worked  in  gangs  of 
five to thirty, the whole 
gang often assaulting 
one person.  Many had 
the brassards worn by 
Nazi  s  enrolled  in  the 
amilial'Y police. 
"Any German who 
dart:'  say  a  true word 
<"tbout the Tenor in his 
own  country runs  the 
risk  of a  fearful beat-
ing.  01'  long imprison-
ment or even of death. 
and no one can reason-
ably be expected to run 
such a  risk.  But,  as 
one of  the  victims  f,:lf 
the Terror said to you  l' 
co I'l'espondent  to-day. 
it  is  impossible  to  I'e-
mail] silent even uncleI' 
threats.  There  is  110 
reason  why  OPllllOll 
1Il  England  and  the 
U ui ted  States  should 
be  hoodwinked.  and It 
is  necessary  to  point 
out  that  letters  or 
statements by  German 
,Jewish  or  Republican 
()J'ganisations or socie-
ties  saying  that  the 
Tel'!'ol'  has  been  exag-
gerated are products of 
feat  and  intimidatioll 
and  are  thel'efol'p 
alt.ogether  unworthy 
of CJ'edeuue.  "The \vorst ('xt'esses hE'l'e ill BeJ'lill ()l'(·t"·!,,,d 
on Mal'ch nth, most. of the vi('tiIils livillg ill the 
Gl'ellHdiel'strasse.  lVlanv  ,/f'WS  w(,re  k~aU'll 
by  131'o\vn  Shirts lIutil  the  hlood  stl'P:Jlllcd 
dowll  their  }1('11<1s  and  fat'es  alld  thei!'  hnl'l~s 
all d  SllOlIld(~l's  w('re  bl'1l ispd.  1\1 any  fa i  II U'd 
"Thousands UpOlI  thousands  of  Germans 
have only oue .wish--to get out of the country. 
But the fmlltlet's are bClllg closed by the new 
passpol't regulations :md esca.pe is impossible 
pXl'ept  a t  great  I'isk.  Thus all Germa,ny is 
being l'UlIVE'lted  intu a  huge prison." 
l~ 
T'he 
A 
NEW  department  has  been  created  by  the 
Nazis  to  bring  the  forces  of  kidnapping, 
torture and murder to  the aid of their campaigrt of 
terror.  Its members are chosen for their savagery 
and fanaticism.  It is called the "Wecke," or Wehr 
Comission-Commission  of  Defence.  I ts  "de-
fence" consists in kidnapping Jews, torturing them 
often to  death, or murdering them in  cold blood. 
The  Wecke  was  established  long  before  the 
Nazis  came  to  power.  It  has  been  operating 
illegally for a number of years, and when the Nazis 
took  over  office  it  re-
ceived official sanction. 
It  has  been  created  a 
part  of  the  poli tical 
police force  under  the 
leadership  of  Diels, 
who is under the direct 
orders of Goering him-
self,  as  Minister  of 
Internal  Affairs  for 
Prussia. 
It  is  now  charged 
with  the  task  of  re-
moving individuals on' 
whom  the ,Nazi  Party 
has  passed  a  sentence 
of death, and carries on 
its murder campaign as 
an  official organ of the 
government. 
Wecke 
members fearless.  It 'is  the realisation that, what· 
ever  they  may  do,  nothing will  harm  them,  for 
they  are  the  Government.  Whatever they  may 
do,  the Government will always stand by them. 
Take the case  of Weiner, the Jewish lawyer  of 
Chemnitz.  An official summons was  presented to 
\Veiner by a  group of Nazis, who requested him 
to  accompany them.  \Veiller knew what such  a 
request  meant,  and  carefully  examined  the sum-
mons,  which  he found  to  be  in  order.  He had, 
therefore,  no  choice  but to accompany the Nazis. 
He  realised,  however, 
that  the  official  Lasch 
who signed the warrant 
was himself a Nazi and 
a  member  of  the 
\Vecke. 
V·.,r einer  was  found 
two  days  later  mur-
dered in a wood, 
No  investigation  or 
trial followed the mul'-
der.'  It was  simply 
declared  that  the sum-
mOllS was a forged one, 
and  that  the  Nazis 
were,  therefore,  not 
responsible.  The mur-
derers  escaped  Ull-
punished. 
The  Weckc  reIgns 
supreme!  I t  knows  no  mercy 
and  observes  no  limit 
in  the  execution  of 
its  nefarious  schemes. 
When  Jews  are 
dragged  from  their 
"ne  Notl'1I1","her,"  /llllstadlllll,  ""rImy"  Nazi  Sa1'llgery. 
If the Wecke hither-
to lacked official status, 
its  position  has  now 
been  legalised,  Hitler 
himself  has  trans-
beds  in  the  middle  of  the  night  and  carried  off, 
never to  be discovered again,  it  is  the work of the 
vVecke.  When  the  ri vel'  gives  up  a  body  of  a 
murdered Jew it  is  the  \Vecke that is  responsible. 
By extortion and  torture  the  Wecke swells  its 
exchequer.  It works  not only  in  Germany;  its 
cruel  tentacles  extend  to  neighbouring  countries. 
The  Wecke  knows  no  law  but  its  own  will. 
A  sentence passed  by it is  carried .out to the very 
last  detail.  It knows  no mercy,  just as  it shows 
no  fear.  Mercy  is  not  to  be  expected  from 
savages.  But  it  is  not  courage  that  makes  its 
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formed it  into a secret police department.  It will 
continue  to function  with  absolute  independence, 
and even to exerci~e ,LUthority over the police force. 
The leader of this  murder commission has been 
invested  by  Hitler  with  full  powers  to  make 
decisions  .in  his  name,  The  blood-lust  of  the 
Wecke has  been  accorded  additional  strength and 
greater authority.  . 
But this  will  not prevent the  German  Govern-
ment from  persisting with their lying declarations 
that  "Not  one  hair  of  a  Jewish  head  is  being 
touched." Raids 
T HE  Jewish  qua.l'te,' of  Berli~l  I~as  j)(lCll 
repeatedly  rUllled  by  the  NazIs  mltell-
sibly for  the  Imrpose  of  dif·;eovel'ing  arlllS. 
:::;ynagognes and .J ewish institutiom; have not 
been spal'ed.  \Vorshippel's have beel! dragged 
out  even  during  thei l'  prayel'R  and  takell 
to prisOl!.  A  Rabbi. who was 1'01'eod  to co]]-
duet a.  band of Nazi:.;  through  his sYllagogut'. 
the mid was a mistake awl had been illegally 
conducted  by  irresponsible  people.  His ex-
planation,  however,  proved  no  deterrent  to 
the Uovel'llment organ, which  came out with 
the  allllOllllCemellt  tll1Lt  Communist.  assoein-
tiOllR  with  this organisation  had  been  dis-
nnvcl'NI, arid that incriminating material had 
heen foulld.  Nor did it pnwent several highly-
placed  Govel'nmeut  opell illg the Ark of the 
Law  where  the  TOl'ah 
SCl'olls--the parchment 
scrolls  on  w  hieh  the 
Old  TesLuUlent is writ-
ten--exc1aimcd, "These 
a l'n  the  arms  of  the 
IJ eW8. "  But this  tl'llE' 
l'eply  had little effect 
on  the  Nazi  raiders, 
In spite of the hal'l'tm 
result of their Real'ch, 
an  ofIieial staternent is 
usua.lly  issued  to  the 
effeet  that  "inerimin-
at.illg  dOenlJlCllts  and 
a  J'IIlS  had  been  dis-
-~---.------ ------.---.---~  ofHci als from declaring 
l'i)Vl~l'ed. " 
The issuing o/' slu·h it 
statement:  has  becolllt' 
the i nevi tahle scqlwlwe 
to  any  Nazi  s(\Hreh, 
Professor  Albert  Einstein 
Hopes  European  Nations  will  remain 
true  to  the  Achievements  of  our 
Civilisation. 
I do  not  wish  to  live  in  a  country  and 
belong to a country in which the principle 
of  equal  rights  of  aI/  citizens  is  not 
respected,  and  in  which  liberty  of speech 
and  education  is  not  guaranteed.  I hope 
that  those  nations  of  Europe  that  have 
remained  sound  will  continue  in  the 
future,  too,  to find  the moral  power to be 
true  to  the  achievements  of our  civi!isa-
!ion. 
From an interview with the JeWish Telegraphic Agency. 
at public meetings that 
the  nature  of,  the 
organisation  had  at 
last  been  unm.asked, 
and  its  t.rue  acti  vi  ties 
revealed. 
The premises of the 
Zionist  Federation 
were  also  raided  by 
Storm Troopers. Again 
the  authorities  dis-
dILi l1Icd  l'espollsibili  ty 
for  the  action.  III 
spit(~  of  such  c1is-
avowals,  t.he  purpose 
of  the  Nazi  ]'airls  is 
nevert.heless  CLCCOlll-
pli::-:hed  by  the  HIl-
---~---.. ~.--.--- 110l.l11Celllcllt  tllat  tIle 
il't'espeet.ive  of wlm!  tlw  l'aidhns  ad,uallv 
1'evealed,  fol'  sOllle  just.i Jil'aLi()1l  has  t()  I;;· 
giWll in the  face  of the  l~()lId(\Illllati()1l of tll(' 
outside  wodd  to  aVl~()lIllt  fOl'  sud)  SlllllllUll'Y 
actiolls. 
lllC)Rt  responsible  Jew-
ish  ol'gallisntiolls am ellemies of  the  State 
Hlul  dangel'ouH organisations. 
1':VCll  ,Jewish  lH'gall iSH tiOllS  of  a  pn  rely 
pbi lalltlil'opiu  dmJ'al·tel'  such  as  the  .J ()illt 
Distribution  COllllllitte(\.  an  Amel'ictlll 
:)ss()ciatiOlI,  have  not  been  spared,  It 
WilS  ouly  due  to  the  illt.ervention  of  the 
,.\merican  Ernhassy  t.hat  the  latter  instiu-
tioll  wn~ permitted to reopen.  Among other 
.Jewish  institutions  which  have  suffered 
the same fate,  although  the central authol'i 
Lies  should,  alld lllldollbtedly did,  l'ealise  the 
TIIP  Cellt.rai  lillioll of (lCI'IllHll  CiLiwlls ()f 
,J ewish  Faith,  a  t'onscl'vat i  ve  and  I'(~spollsih](' 
body,  wore also suhjedelL to  the indignity of 
having  their  premises  l'aided.  _Aftel'  tll(' 
mid  had heen  eal'l'ied  onto  Captain Uoerillg' 
I'eeei vecl  the  heads  of this organisation  and 
()IT(~red  t.hem  his  11 pu]ogil':i,  t'xplaining  that 
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(C01llintwd  011  page  22) 
HAID  ON  BERLIN  JEWISH  QUARTER. 
ONE  OF  THE  POLICE  CAHS  LOADED  WI'l'H  AHHESTED  JEWS. 
21 lllllot'eneo  of  Lltpi I' 
work.  wa:.;  till'  Bl'rlill 
nlli('('  of  the  .T ('wish 
'1'11('  gl'f'a  tC's(  mOl'k-
PI'y  of  all  WitS  ])('l']>t' 
trated WhC'1l  two  l\'azis 
sean:hed  /'UI'  '(Cl !'lIlS" 
tilE'  hOHse  of Professor 
Eillstein, who is  H w011-
JUlOWll  pal'iH:;;t.  Otltel' 
ReHl'ches  have  tnkell 
placf'  ill  the  h01lses  of 
Lenll  Feuuhtwilll("O!' 
h  ' 
thn  famolls  author, 
DJ'.  1:I:lItiu  Bllber,  a 
,Jewish  philosophel', 
[lwl  many ot.hel·  ,Jew-
ish  l1otabilities. 
Blit with these I·aid:.; 
Hlnl1E~ t}w Nttzis HI'e lIot 
sa.ti :-;fied. 
At  K{)elli(~sIHlI'()'  't  h  h  ( 
howb  was th I'own  ill  1,0 
tlw old Synagogue, S(>t-
ting fire to the cmtaius 
of  the  Ad.:  aud  tire 
La.\'\ . 
J n  J) l'esden  011 
1fareh 25th, at ()  p.m., 
fifteell  n  rUled  RtOI'Ill 
t,r'oopel's  appeared  at 
t.he  synagogue  III 
the  Spol'el'  Gasse  ') 
Dean  Inge. 
"  It is  foolish as well as wrong" 
" It  is  rather distressing,  that  the JeWish 
nation----a nation which  has done so  much 
for  the world-should even  now  be hated 
and persecuted. 
"Why the new German Government should 
behave  in  this  strange  manner  I cannot 
even  guess.  It  is  foolish  as  well  as 
wrong;  for  the  Jews  have  stood  by  the 
graves of all their oppressors in turn. 
" What  we  were  to  look  for  was  the 
secret  of the  unique  greatness  of  the 
JeWish  people.  In  what  sense,  and  for 
what  reason,  were  they  'the  chosen 
people'?  Shall  we  not  say  it  was 
because  of  their  indomitable  faith? 
They  worshipped  a God  who  revealed  his 
name,  that  is,  his  character,  as  'I will 
be  to you.' 
" What  will  He  be  to  them?  They  did 
not know.  They  guessed.  They staked 
their  lives,  their  fortunes,  their  hopes, 
on  their guesses,  and they guessed  wrong 
again  and  again. 
" What  will  He  be  to  them?  The  head 
of a  pure  theocracy?  No.  The  power 
behind  the  throne  in  a  theocratic 
monarchy? No.  The Saviour of  a devout 
and  exclusive  nation  of  worshippers? 
No.  All  their  hopes  were  disappointed; 
yet they still hoped on. 
I,  ~oethe  speaks  of  the  unconquerable 
leVity  of the  human  race,  which  goes  on 
cheris!ling  illusions  twenty  times  proved 
fallaCiOUS.  But  it  is  not  levity.  It  is 
something  much  nobler.  'Though  he 
slay me, yet will I trust in him.'  It is the 
last word of  JeWish  nationalism. 
At St. Paul's Cathedral. 
Their praying shawls 
were  torn from  them. 
It was  foul'  hours be-
fore  they  were  re-
leased. 
In Berlin  on  April 
1st-the  day  of  the 
boycott---between 7 and 
8 p.m. three uniformed 
Hitlel'ites, one of them 
a  member of  the  aux-
iliary  police,  entered 
the  synagogue  in  the 
Blankenfelderstrasse  1, 
and  forced  all  those 
who  were  present  to 
stand in a  corner  and 
face  the wall.  Eight 
more  uniformed  Hi  t-
lel'ites  then  arrived, 
two  of  them auxiliary 
police. 
They  sea,fched  the 
Jews,  broke  open  the 
chests  in  the  . syna-
gogue,  and  destroyed 
the  ritual  implements 
they  found.  They 
then set about beating 
the  Jews  with  rubber 
truncheons  and  the 
butts  of  their  revol-
vers. 
All  the  congregation  consisting  chiefly  of 
old men  were  taken pl'isDners  and driven off 
to the Volkshaus. 
In Hamburg, several 
Jews returning from a 
synagogue  were  way-
laid by  Nazis,  who knocked  them down and 
indicted serious injuries on  several of them. 
The effect of all this has been that the Jews 
in Berlin as well as in the provinces are now 
afraid of eongl'egating even in the Svnago~'ues 
Here they were bea.ten with I'ubbel'  tl'lUleh-
eOl~,s,  and  rifle  hutts.  A  llumbel'  of  thenl 
RuHel'ed  extremely kel'iollS wounds  both  in tllO 
head and bod'y. 
v  b 
for pmposcs of worship fearing  to  attract 
Nazi attention and the inevitable raids. 
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How the Jewish Denials  were extorted 
T
HE outcry raised by  the  whole  world  at  the 
German  atrocities  somewhat  disturbed  the 
German  authorities  They looked for  a  way  to 
remedy  the situation.  They could  have brought 
about a  real  improvem<.:nt  if they had  wished.  It 
was  open  to  them  to  bring  the  atrocities  against 
the  fews  to an  end, and  to  restore to  the  Tewish 
popCdatioll  their equality and  rights  as  c(tizcns. 
Instead,  they  have  chosen  to  cover  themsel ves 
behind  lying  denials  extorted  lll1der  a  threat  of 
death,  hc:ping  in  this  way  to  mislead  the  world. 
And,  indeed, 
they  very  nearly 
succeeded. 
The  puzzled 
world  was  sud-
denly  confronted 
with  denials 
issued  in  the 
Ilame of the Jews 
in  (;ermany,  and 
could  not  make 
un  its  mind  how 
these  denials 
could  be  explain-
ed  in  the  face  of 
au thentic  reports 
from most reliable 
corre~spol1dents 
:t'ld observers. 
From an unim-
peachab  le  source, 
we  are  now  111  a 
position  to  state 
the  exact  circum- "La  1.1IIllih(',  Par;s." 
stances  under  which  these  denials  were  obtained. 
The  representatives  of  Berlin  Jewry  were 
suddenly assembled on the evening of March 28th. 
A  number  of  Rabbis  were  also  assembled  the 
same  evening  by· the  Nazi  Storm  detachments. 
They  were  taken  in  motor  cars  to  the  office  of 
Dr.  Goebbels  and  lined  up  in  the  ante-chamber  .  ' 
III  two  ranks, military fashion.  They were made 
to  stand  erect  and  at  attention,  then  the 
doors of Dr. Goebbels' office  were flung open and 
there  was  a  command  "Quick  march,"  and 
th~Y; were  marched  into his  presence. 
I here  the  text  of  the  denial  was  read  out  to 
them.  'rhe ,Te':Vish  representatives  protested  that 
they could not sign it.  Thereupon Dr. Goebbels 
exclaimed that if  they did not sign they would be 
tn:a,ted  like  Rabbis  in  Russia  who,  when  they 
refused to sign denial!; of pogrom, were shot down 
Wh<':ll  reaching the street.  Thereupon the Jewish 
repres<.:ntati ves  affixed  thci r  signatures to the text, 
and  it was  imtl1~diately circulated throughout the 
world  in  an  attempt  to  stop  the  agitation.  In 
addition,  the  various  representatives  were  com-
pelled  to  send  out individual  messages abroad  to 
friends  and  Rabbis  denying  that  there  was 
any physical  ill-treatment. 
A  series  of  wholesale  arrcsts  of  represcntati ve 
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Jews  was  can·i ed 
out  throughout 
the  whole  of 
Germany.  Repre-
sentative  Tews 
w c r e  dragged 
from  their  beds 
at  ni~!ht  by  the 
p()liti~al  t)~lice 
and  compelled  to 
sign  a  sta.temen  t 
to  the  effect  that 
there had been no 
anti - J<.:wish  ex-
cesses.  and  re-
questing  the i r 
friends  abroad  to 
stop the ;tQ:itation. 
Those  who  re-
fused to sign such 
statemen  ts  wert 
detained,  and  i  11 
many  cases,  sent 
to  Nazi  Brown 
HOllses, where they were beaten unmercifully. 
In future, the world will know how these denials 
from Germanv are to be treated. 
This  perh;{ps  sheds  some  light on  the  circum-
stances  which  prompted  so many people  in  Ger-
many to send letters to the Press or to their friends 
in England in  which  the  cxistence of anti-Jewish 
discrimination was either flatly  denied or consider-
ably minimised. 
It was no coincidence, ei ther, that correspondents 
of German  newspapers in London, Paris, Warsaw 
and  other  centt-es,  all  on  the  same  day,  issued  a 
letter  to  the  press,  all  couched  in  practically  the 
same terms denying the atrocities.  There seems 
to  exist  a  central  authority in  Germany which  IS 
in charge of this "Denials Department." The Farce  of  the  "One/Day Boycott." 
N ()  greater  Ill! )ckcl'Y  (If  world  pll  hlic  opinion 
was  l'\'t~l'  pel'pt:trated thall by  the so-called 
one-day  boycott  l:llforccd  by  Nazis  against  the 
.T ews on the  1st 1\ pri I. 
\Vas  it  sheer coincidence  that  All  Fool's  Day 
was  chosen as  the day? 
The boycott against the  Jews was  scheduled to 
begin at  10 a.m.,  on  Saturday,  the  I st  April, and 
to  last  for twenty-four hout's.  But for once this 
boycott, which was carried out with Prussian ruth-
lessness,  was  not accompanied  by punctuality.  Tt 
~;tal'ted  long befOl'c  the  I st  April,  and  it  has  not 
yet  finished.  It  hegan 
under official  auspices on 
been executed.  And small wonder, too, when onc 
considers  that  it was  supervised  and  led  by  the 
Government, organised from its finances, supported 
by  State  officials,  and  its  observance  ensured  by 
Nazi  troopers,  who  effectively  prevented  anyone 
who had sufficient courage to wish to enter a Jewish 
shop from fulfilling his desire. 
Moreover, immediately the official  boycott had 
come to an end, the Nazi press itself, commenting 
ironically on  the suggestion that the boycott  had 
been  concluded,  said:  «On  the  contrary,  this  is 
merely  the  beginning  of  the  boycott.  Every 
German  now  knows 
which  shop  belongs  to  a 
the  day  Oil  which  the 
Nazis asslltll<:d  power ill 
Germany; it  has  steadily 
continued  and  expanded 
day by d:ty. 
H.  Gordon  Selfridge. 
Jew,  and  will  no  longer 
be able to plead ignorance 
when accused  of dealing 
with Jews." 
The boycott which  the 
Nazis proclaimed against 
the Jews was not a retalia-
tion  provoked  by  the 
Jewish  atrocity  propa-
ganda ahroad. The official 
reason given to this cflect 
by  the  C;ennan  Govem-
ment  is  nothing'  but  a 
deliherate  misre[)!'csenta-
tion of the facts. 
For  14  years  the b()y-
cott has heen steadilv and 
persistel1 t I  Y preache({ wi th 
fanaticism  and  savage 
hatred of the  present lea-
ders of Cermall destinies. 
Jews  have  Demonstrated  their  Genius 
for Carrying on  Businesses. 
As  far  as  I am  personally concerned,  and 
also  as  far  as  my  house  of business  is 
concerned, we would welcome as residents 
in  this  country  those  clever  Jewish 
merchants  and  men  of  business  from 
whom  Germany  seems  at the  moment  to 
wish  to  free  herself. 
The  more  ability  we  can  graft  into  busi-
ness  in  this  country  the  greater  will  be 
the  results  and  the  Jews,  all  over  the 
world,  have  demonstrated  their  flair  or 
genius  for  carrying  on  and  developing 
businesses. 
Special  Message  to World  Alliance. 
The  Jewish  workers 
and  officials  who  were 
dismissed  on  the  day  of 
the  boycott were  not re-
engaged.  This applies to 
Jews employed in Jewish 
as  well  as  110n-Tewish 
businesses.'  . 
But even with this the 
Nazis  were  not satisfied. 
Threats and  intimidation 
were used to force Jewish 
businesses to close'  down. 
In many of the provinces, 
Jewish small traders were 
officially forbidden bv the 
"Buy  nothing  from  Jewish  shops,"  "You 
dam.age  yOll/'  own  interests  when  frequenting 
JeWish  stores," "Do not go  to  Jewish  lawyers  or 
doctors," and similar slogans, were for years widely 
propagated  throughout  Germany  by  the  Nazi 
party; long hefore the Nazis came to power. 
police  to  attend  m;rket 
davs.  A  month after the 
official  boycott was  suppos~d to  have  terminated, 
at  the  end of  April,  an  order  to  this  effect  was 
issued by the Police President of Munich. 
That the Nazis, in  the face of this,  should have 
the audacity tn declare that the  Jewish boycott has 
been  promoted only  as  a  measute of  "self-protec-
t'"  .  1  T  . I  cl  h  1011  agalllst  t le  . eW1S 1  propagan  a  a  road, 
merely shows  that the falsity of their arguments is 
equalled  only  by  the  unscrupulousness  of  their 
methods. 
'Vith immeasurable pride the Nazis have boasted 
of  the  thoroughness  -with  which  the  boycott  has 
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All the assurances given by the members of the 
Germall  Cabinet  to  the  outside  world,  broadcast 
over the wireless  to foreign countries, proclaimed 
by German ambassadors, have all  turned out to be 
a farce.  The German Government is  proceeding 
with its scheme of exterminating the Jews, perhaps 
not with  same  amount  of  publicjty,  but with  no 
less  vigour. 
Will the world pass over in silence this flaunting 
mockery  of public opinion which has been perpe-
trated by the German government? 
ALL  FOOLS'  DAY  IN  et EHl\1ANYe 
CITANCV,I.LOR  HITLER ... AS  A  RETALIATION  FOR  THE  FALSE  STATEMENT  BY  FOREIGNERS 
THAT  WE  HAVE  BEEN  PERSECUTING  THE  JEWS,  I  FORBID  YOU  TO  ENTEIt  THIS  SHOP." 
c.:.:.:_::: =_-=-===========-=-==-=_=_=====  ___  =_=  __  =_  .. =  .... _,._._. ______ _ 
Neproduced  by  permission  of tll"  Proprietors  of 'Plltlcll'. "I bid  the Jews  be  of  good  cheer" 
CMDR.  LOCKER-LAMPS ON,  M.P. 
I  have  alvi.'ays  heen  ;~  .fr~elld  ~)f  Germany  and 
l'egTl"tted  her  IUlllll  h;ltlon  after  the  VIaI'  1 
m usic  in  the world,  some  of the  best l)oetrv  and  .  , 
was  in  favour  (lf  the  restoration  I)f  some  of  her 
lands  and  wished  her  to  have  equality  ill  arma-
ments.  AlId  who were the C;ermans who  pleaded 
most  stnlJ1gly  with  me  f()r  fair  play?  Why, the 
Jewt;  living ill  (;crmany, wh()  never ceased  to heg 
us  to  be fair.  Now C;cr-
the greatest men of science, since Newton. 
many  is  tUl"Ilill<T  Uj1()n  .  ~ 
pr()bably  her  most  uscful 
citizens,  and  is  dri\'ing 
them forth.  Yet  Jews 
have  bccn  in  (;ermany 
since  the  fourth  celltury, 
ami  arc  far  more  rootnl 
in  hel'  soil  than  the  s()-
called  Nordics,  who  pro-
fess  to  h<:  the  cream  of 
the coulltry. 
The truth is  that Prus-
sIan  frightful tless  was 
overthrown  in  the  vVar, 
and sOllle  Germans  have 
ncver got uver this. They 
have  heen  ldt  with  all 
inferiority complex. 'fhey 
have  wanted, sonllet·  or 
later,  tCl  revivc their mar-
tial  spirit  alld  to  buily 
SllIl1CI>ne. 
;\ Party  has  arisen  In 
Germany  whicb  once 
again  informs  us,  as  the 
Kaiser  did,  that tht'  C;cr-
I  do  not happen to be Jewish,  but, thank God, 
I am English, ane!  will not stand tamely by alld see 
people  persecuted  because  of  the  blood  in  their 
veins or the faith  in  their hearts.  There are not a 
million  Jews  in  the  Germanic Empire;  there  are 
The  Rt.  Hon.  H.  A.  L.  Fisher, 
Warden of New College. Oxford. 
Recalls  Dragonnades of Seventeenth 
Century. 
I have  met  no  one  in  this  country  who 
does  not  believe  that the  persecutions  of 
the Jews  in  Germany  is  a blunder as wel; 
as  a crime.  At  one  stroke  the  present 
German  Government  has  sacrificed  the 
large  measure  of goodwill  towards  Ger-
many,  which  has  been  accumulating 
since the concfusion of  the War.  I cannot 
believe  that the  better mind of Germany 
will  not  revolt  against  this  policy,  which 
recalls  the  Dragonnades  of  the  Seven-
teenth  Century,  and  is  quite  unworthy of 
modern  civilisation,  and  of  the  great 
contributions  which  Germany  in  the  past 
has  made towards  it. 
Special  Message  to  World Alliance. 
not half a  million  in  the 
entire  British  Empire.  I 
Jlave  actually  more  sup-
porters  for  my  National 
Campaign  in  London 
alone,  than  the  entire 
Jewish  population  in  the 
Empire.  How  easy  it 
might  be,  from  the 
numerical  point of view, 
to  mobilise  these  sup-
porters  and  wipe  out 
every Jew!  What a cad 
I  should be,  if I  did! 
On the contr,117, I pray 
that  God  may  bless  the 
Jews, and give  England 
another  Disraeli  and 
another Einstein. 
The  Germans  Ollce 
called  a  certain  minority 
of people "contemptible" 
and  ended  by  being 
lI1allS  are  (;od's  people  and  that  anyone  not  of 
German hlood  is  no good.  On  this principle, they 
ha ve  dri ven  nu t  Engl ish  groo/1ls  without  reason, 
and h;l\'c g()ne  to  fan tastic  lengths ill  allegillP'  that 
11  l
e  c" 
temptib  le," 
cnd. 
beaten  by  those, people, 
and  I  prophesy  that  in 
calling another apparen tly 
helpless  minority  "con-
they will  prove just as foolish  111  the 
To  those  who  say  that  most  Communists  are 
Jewish,  may  I  reply,  that countries get  the  Jews 
they deserve.  That there is not a single important 
Communist in  England. who is  Jewish.  Most of 
our "dangerous" Communists happen.to be Scotch. 
rea  y great men n,lllst  )~ C;ert1J;lIlic  ill  urigin. Thcy 
ha\ e  had  th~~  Impertlncnce  "to  prov~"  that 
~hakespl'arc was  aPrllssiall, and  that  Christ  was 
Telltonic.  Ccrm:tn  Jews  are,  therefore,  being-
t:xpellcd, although they have produced the greate~t 
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Meanwhile, I bid the Jews to be of good cheer-
the "Chosen People" are not easily crushed. 
SPecial  JI,,",sage  to  World  ,1111(111<'(' 
Murder and Torture to enforce  Boycott 
I
NTIMIDATION and threats arc not the sole in-
struments  employed  by the  Nazis  to enforce 
the  Jewish  boycott.  Jews  who  refuse  to  give  up 
their businesses or  to  resign  from  their posts are 
simply mUl;,dered by the Nazis. Torture is a regular 
accompaniment  to  threats  should  a  Jew  display 
stubbornness in acceding to their demands. 
This may sound rather a sweeping statement, to 
be  discounted  as  exaggerated.  Let facts,  there-
fore, speak for themselves. 
The Jew Georg Gruenewald had for many years 
kept  a  chemist's  shop  in  the  Frauzler  Allee  in 
Berlin. 
Suddenly, 
another  che-
mist  shop 
opened  next 
door, run by 
a Nazi.  On 
that very day 
a  group  of 
Nazis  burst 
into Gruene-
wald's  shop 
all d  co m-
manded  him 
to  close 
Lt 0  W  11, 
t hat 
should 
so 
h e 
not 
engaged two pri\'ate detectives to make enquiri~s. 
That vt:ry  night the wormlll was found  dead  111 
her room,  poisoned.  A  statement was  issued  by 
the police that she had committed suicide. 
There can he  no doubt,  however, that this was 
no  case  of  suicide,  but  of  cold-blooded  murder 
performed by the slayers of her husband, who had 
good reu;on  to  wish  that their actions  should not 
be  investigated  too  carefully  by  the  private 
detecti  ves. 
dekcti  ves.  :"J ot  that  they  had  anythi ng  to  fear. 
NoN  azi  has  as  yet  been  sentenced  lw  the 
present  Government,  in  spite  of  all  the  ~troci­
ties, well  au-
then  tica t e d 
and  in-dut-
able,  which 
have  been 
co m mitted. 
This  is 
boycott,  and 
this is how it 
is  enforced. 
prove  aCOlll-
petitor  to  a 
"Germ a 11." 
G ruenewald 
argued  that 
he  had  es-
Frol1l  It  !'lIriOOIl  by  ."," rI/ht'  ill  lilt!  !I naily  E'xprt',is/'  rcprodlll~i'd 
hy  hilld  1"'I'lIli,\Si(i/!  pi  111('  (//'Iis/. 
There  are 
other  ways 
of  getting 
rid of Jewish 
b 1.1 si llesses. 
It  IS  fluffi-
cien't  for  a 
Nazi  to  de-
clare  that  a 
Jewish  busi-
ness  man  IS 
a  socialist  or 
c () m mUll ist 
tablished  his  business for a  number of  years, and 
that the Nazi  who  had  only just opened his shop 
was  the  competitor.  He insisted on his rights in 
keeping his shop open. 
That  same  day  C;ruenewald  disappeared.  His 
wife  communicated with  the  police,  but no  trace 
could  he found of  him  until,  two  days  later,  the 
very slunel)ol ice informed her that the body of her 
husband could be removed from the mortuary for 
Burial.  No explanations as to the  circumstan~es of 
his death were ofFered. 
The embittered wife, suspecting the motives for 
the  murder,  was  determined  to  track  clowll  the 
murderers and, when the police refused to help her, 
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to  have  him  thrown  into  pn:;on  or  concentration 
camp,  without  trial  or opportunity  of  defending 
himself.  His business is  ruined.  vVhen,  if ever, 
Ill'  is  released  £1'om  prison  he  will  find  himself 
destitute and his family breaclless. 
Hundreds of Jewish businesses are rassing- d'lily 
into  Nazi  hands.  Jewish  proprietors freqllently 
consider  that  handing  over  their  businesses  to 
Nazis is  a small  price to  pay for their  lives. 
But the cry of the Jew is drowned by the blood-
thirsty clamour of the Nazis for more Jewish lives. 
"'\\Then  1ewish blood flows from our knives" is 
a song whi~h is  to be heard thl"Oughout the streets 
of Germany from the lips  of marching Naz.is. Crllshing  German  Jewry 
I
T  is  /lot  unly  Jewish  business  Illen  to  whom 
sentence  of  death  by  starvation  through  the 
boycott has been meted out.  On every  few,  down 
to'  the most petty official  of clerk  ill  ;tn' office,  the 
same sentence has been passed. 
The  number  of  Jewish  unemployed  is  daily 
gTDWillg-.  Clerk  and  book-keeper,  doctor  and 
hwycr, teacher and  professor, artist alld  musician, 
all  are affected.  , 
I t  is stated that a law  is  now to  be  promulgated 
by the C;erman  Government to  the effect  that no 
enterprise  is  to  number more than three per cent. 
Jews  among  its  em-
ployees.  This means that 
no business with less than 
flee  when  the Nazis demanded the dismissal of all 
fewish employees, threatening the proprietor with 
;lrrest.  Marx,  the  owner  of one  of  the largest 
music halls in  Berlin, also fled when he was threat-
ened with death by his own employees.  Jews have 
now  been  completely eliminated from the theatre, 
cinema and affiliated  industries.  There is  110  Jew 
left  in any Governmeilt office.  With few  ex~ep. 
tions, all  Jewish  doctors have been struck off the 
panellists and expelled from the hospitals.  Even 
young Jewish doctors working as  volunteers have 
been ordered to leave. 
Jewish  judges  have 
been driven out of court. 
Jewish  lawyers  are  not 
.10  employees can employ 
a  single  Jew.  540 ,000 
Jews, at least, out of the 
565,000 in  Germany, art' 
condemned  to  unemploy-
ment. 
George  Lansbury,  M.P. 
permitted  to  appear  be-
fore  a  judge.  Jewish 
actors and musicians have 
had  their  contracts  can-
celled,  and  have  been 
hounded  into  the streets 
with  no  possibility  of 
earning their daily bread. 
Crime Against  Rights  of Humanity. 
Whether  this  law  is 
promulgated  or  not  is 
really  a  matter  of  J  i  ttle 
consequence.  Already, 
mass  expulsion  of  Jews 
from  business  is  being 
virulently  pursued,  and 
thomi:lnds  of  men  and 
women  are  being  daily 
debarred  from  all  possi-
bility of earning a.  liveli· 
hood.  The  law,  when 
promulga t e cl)  w Cl u 1  cl 
merely. legalise a  practice 
I am opposed to the persecution of any sort 
or  kind  of any  people  because  of their 
religious,  political  or  economic  opinions. 
Persecution of  the Jews  as Jews is a crime 
against the  rights of humanity,  as also  is 
persecution of Gentiles  for  any particular 
views they may hold. 
Jewish artisans are not 
spared  either.  They are 
boycotted  with  the same 
vigour and determination 
as  the  Jewish  shop-
keepers.  Progress  in  this  world  depends  entirely 
upon  complete  freedom  of expression  for 
aI/ individuals on every subject. 
The process  of elimin-
ating Jews from all trade 
or commerce in the coun-
try is  not yet completed. 
It  is  no  sporadic  cam-
Special  Message to World Alliance. 
which is in sway through-
out Germany. 
Important  concerns  like  the  A.E.G.  (General 
Electric Company), which was  founded  by a Jew, 
\Valter Ratenau, the Epag chain stores, Wertheim 
Leiser, and other businesses have all had  to dismiss 
thdr  Jewish  officials.  Jewish  proprietors  have 
frequently been threatened with death  unless  they 
discharge their Jewish employees.  In other cases, 
th~  Jewish  propri~tors  them.selves  were  simply 
drIven out from theIr own busll1esses bv the Nazis. 
Jews have  been forced  to  resign from the boards 
of most banks.  A  Jewish director of the Dresdener 
Bank, Herr Kleem~lI1, was threatened with ((serious 
consequences" unless he resigned.  A Jewish pro-
prietor of  a  cinema  in  the  heart  of Berlin had  to 
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paign conducted by indi· 
viduals.  It is  a  govern-
.  .  ment plan which proceeds 
111  accordance WIth  a carefully devised programme, 
devilish  and sinister.  No Jewish businessman is 
forced to  close down until a Nazi is found to sup-
plant  him.  No Jewish  official  is  dismissed until 
another is found  t6 carry on in his place.  Care is 
taken  that  as  little apparen.t  damage  should  be 
caused  through  the  closing  down  of  Jewish  con-
cerns.  The plan  is  carefully laid  dow[}  and care-
fully observed. 
Sell tence has  been passed on all  Jews, and every 
day hundreds are added to  the toll of the victims. 
This sinister Government plan is  directed against 
every Jew in the country and ruthlessly carried out. 
I 
t 
I 
I 
ANTI-JEWISH  BOYCOTT  UNDER  UOVERNMENT  AUSPICli~8. 
SCENES  IN  BERLIN  ON  APRIL  1st. 
The day of the Official  Boycott. 
29 Eight  Nobel  Prize  W111ners  111  Gennany  are  Jews 
Foreign  institutions  should  withdraw support  from  Germany 
S
IR,--In vinv  of  thl:  decn:e  which  excludes  all 
members  of  the  Jewish  race  fmm  h()ldinl; 
public employment in  '(;ermany it  is  time that:  th-e 
world  realised  how  much  damal;-e  lIitlcrislll  is 
doing  to  the g-n:at  tradi- ~-
Nazi  C;ovel'llmellt  has  seen  fit  to  "consider"  the 
case  of  fews  who  have  served  in  the Great War, 
or  have- lost  a  father  or  son  in  the  conflict,  has 
declined  to  take  advantage  of  the  opportunity 
tion  of  (~erl11an  science,  '  __ '_'"T'~_' __  ' ___________  ~_" ___  ~ 
and  to  ask  what  possi-
bilities for enriching their 
own  scientifIc  life  this 
decree  opens up  tu  COUll-
tries which are  will in !2.'  to 
offer  hospi tal ity  to  C-;er-
man exiles. 
In  110  country  have 
Tews  contrihuted ;nnre to 
~cience than in  Germany. 
III  all  fields  of  scientific 
research  they  have  left 
their  mark  wi t  h  d  is-
co\'eries  of  outstand i ng 
merit. Eight Nohd Prize 
winllers  ill  C;ermany  arc 
Jews. Hardly an institute 
or  university  exists  in 
which  they do  not pby a 
leading  role  in  their 
respective sciences. 
Whilst Einstein  is  un-
doubted!v  the  most cele-
hrated  T~wish scientist  ill 
Genmu;y  to-day,  partly 
because  of  his  achjl~ve­
ll1ents  and  partly  owing 
to his courageous stand ill 
t'cnoullcing  his  Cerman 
citizenship  and  academic 
associatiolls,  many  other 
Jews  have  achieved  dis-
tinction  in  the  liehls  of 
applied and mathematical 
physics.  To  IIl'rtz  we 
owe  the fundamental dis-
Lord  Grey  of Falloden. 
German  Mentality  Shock  to  British 
Opinion. 
One  cannot  help  being  very  depressed  at 
what  has  happened  in  Germany  lately. 
.  .  .  .  The  whole  tone  of her  policy  and 
the  trend  of her  mentality  has  been  to 
shock  British  opinion . ... I say  shock 
British  opinion  because  British  opinion 
after  the  War  was  in  many  ways  sym-
pathetic  to  Germany . ... I  ought  to 
add  that  some  of the  men  most  distin-
gUished  in music and in  science whom  we 
honoured  were  certainly  Germans,  but 
are  also  Jews.  Then  suddenly  there 
comes  the  attack  upon  the Jews  shOWing 
that  Germany  was  not  prepared  to  give 
them even tolerance.  If we had done that, 
and  so  suddenly  refused  the  right  of 
citizenship  to Jews  in  this  country,  which 
has been given  them  for  100 years,  if  we 
had  suddenly  gone  back  in  that  way,  we 
should  have thought that we  had  receded 
by  100  years.  Well,  that  has  happened 
in  Germany,  and  with  it  has  come  a 
feeling  apparently  throughout  Germany 
that  might  is  right,  and  that  all  means 
are legitimate and may be used which are 
for  the  German  race  alone  and  to  the 
exclusion of everybody else. 
Presidential  Address  at  Annual  Meeting  of  liberal 
Council. 
------------------------_____  --.-1 
which  would enable  him 
to  continue  to  direct  the 
Institute  erected  in  his 
honour with the funds of 
the  Rockefeller  Founda-
tion. 
In  the  field  of  che-
mistry  two  men  deserve 
special  mention.  Haber, 
a  Nobel  Prizeman,  dis-
covered a  process for  the 
fixation  of  atmospheric 
nitrogen which saved the 
early  breakdown  of  Ger-
many  in  the  world  war. 
This was  impending  be-
cause  of  her  inability  to 
obtain  sufficient  nitrates 
from Chili with which to 
manufacture  high  explo-
sives. The Haber process 
in times of peace provides 
Germany  with  sufficient 
ammonia  to  fertilise  her 
arable soil.  Willstiiter is 
famed  for  his  classical 
researches on the constitu-
tion of  enzymes, the che-
mica!  substances  which 
cnable  all  living  cells  to 
carry  on  ,their  vital 
processes. 
Physiology owes much 
to Otto Warburg, whose 
researches  on  the respira-
tion  of  living  cells  have 
led  him  to  elucidate  the 
fundamental  differences 
covery  of  the  .Hcrtsian  or  wireless  waves,  which 
Marconi  appl ied  to  its  present  l:nmmcrcial  uses. 
Franck,  of  Gottingen,  a  Nubel  Prizeman  who 
has resigned his lhair as a protest against the  trcat-
ment  recei vet!  h  y  h  is  racial  colb~~~'ltes,  is  world 
famous  for  his  researches  ()Il  the  structure of  the 
atom.  This savant,  in  spite of  thc  fact  that  the 
ill  tht:  living processt:s  of  cancer  cells  and  normal 
body tissues.  The work of Zondek on the female 
sex  "hormones  (the all-important chemicals secreted 
in  the  body which  govern  sex  characters, growth, 
and  other important functions has  given the world 
a test for  pregnancy which  is  now  in  daily  use in 
evcry  corner  of  the  globe. 
(CulI/illl/cd  Oil  page  p) 
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31 Such  an  imposing'  list 
of contributors to hlllll:tn 
knowledge mio'ht  well  be 
sufficient  for';  minoritr 
race, but it is  in the  tiel,! 
of  medical  science  that 
Gel"lllan  Jews have made 
their  greatest  contribu-
tions. 
\:Vho  can  estimate  the 
debt  of  mankind  to 
Ehrlich, the discoverer of 
saivarsan ?  The  desease 
nf syphilis, which  at  one 
t~me  was  rampant  in 
Europe!  has  been  practi-
cally  wIped out of  exist-
ence  by  the  use  of  this 
drug  and  the application 
of
r 
the  test discovered  by 
Vvasserman  and  llOW 
named after him..  Weich-
selbaurn,  MOl"fl'enroth 
N
.  '  h  , 
Clsser,  Sachs,  Braun-'-
names  famous  in  the 
annals  of  medical  re-
search,  whose  contribu-
tions  to  bacteriology  are 
excelled  by  nOne---ate 
only  represt:ntative  ex-
amples of :t group of rnen 
whose  work  served  to 
attract  to  Germany  !:itu-
dents  from  all  othel' 
countries, 
Little  wonder  that 
even  the  Nazis  hesitate. 
Most  of  the  older  men 
men  who  have  alreadi 
made  olltstandiwr cOlltri-
butions  to  kl1~wlcdge, 
may be suffered to remain 
ill  Germany  if  they 
choose  to take advantaf!e 
of  the war serv ice  conc~~­
SiOll.  \Vhat of those who 
have  not  served  ill  the 
}v.ar~  Practically  every 
~1,uropeall country to-day 
c,~mta1l1s  . refugees  from 
(r  ~ r 111 an.  laboratories, 
dnven out Into a world ill 
which each  coulltry finds 
its  own  ullernplc;yment 
Twenty  Famous  Scientists 
Join  in  Protest, 
Sir,-It  ftas  been  reported  in  the'  Press  that 
Professor  Dr.  Bernhardt  Zondek  has  been  dis-
misse,d  from  his  post  on the  staff of the Spandau 
Hospital,  Berlm,  for  the  reason  that  he  is  a Jew. 
In  this  report  it  is  not  suggested  that  Professor 
Zandek  has  been  dismissed  as  a consequence  of 
any pol itical activity on his part. 
We,  the  undersigned,  Wish  to  express  publicly 
our  ea,rnest  hope  that  this  report  is  incorrect, 
T?  us  It  seems  unthinkable that any  controllable 
c/:cum~tance~  should  be  allowed  to  interfere 
With  hiS  bnl/JQnt scientific work. 
Professor  Zondek  ;s  eminent  in  science.  The 
value  ~f his  contributions  to  sex  physiology  is 
recognized  throughout  the  world,  and  to  him  is 
due, th,e  gratitude  of  countless  sufferers  whose 
anxieties have,  through  his work,  been  banished, 
Through him the fame of German medical science 
ha~ been exalted,  and  to him  we,  who  have been 
gUIded by his work,  pay willing tribute. 
Professor  Zondek  is  by  no  means  the  only 
~ewish  scientist  affected  by  recent  happenings 
m  Germany.  We  are  concerned  with  science 
and  n.ot  with  politics.  Our  country  has  usually 
exer:/sed  a  generous  hospitality  towards  the 
politically oppressed.  It seems  to  us  that Britain 
would  be  well  advised  to  make  it  clear  that 
those  whose  intellects  are  to  be  accounted  as 
a?1ong  the  finest  in  Germany  to-day  and  who, 
sl,,:ply  bec~use  they  happen  to  be  Jews,  are 
bemg  dismissed  from  their  posts,  would  find 
he:e  s.a(e  refuge  and  opportunities  for  continued 
SCientifIC  activity.  Yours  faithfully, 
\1\,  ,\1  I>  .  '  ,A. B.,  ~P:LETON, 
•  ','. \J.ld  i()S~pIH( ~AR~RO'Ft;~llt""I. (,,"",,;d~  .. , 
I',R.~,.  PI'Ufl''''''OI"  01  PII\  ... iollll~V  ("  I  '] 
F.  W.  ROGERS  'B  ".  ,dill "" g." 
)l ',.  '  RAM BELL, 
.SI"  I I Ilfl.''I!!or  Ilf  ZOlllfl/..!V,  Ballgllr. 
H.  M.  CARLETON 
f).Phi!.,  I)j'pl.  of  PiJ\";inll.l~!\,.J Oxford. 
,  F.  A.  E.  CREW, 
"1.1)"  I ),s.,  t  Prnfl''''''tJl'  ut  ~\I\illllll  1;!'II,'~in.  Edilllilll'''11 
,  W.  A.  FELL,  '  .  "  ' 
III It"A'(tN  0',"'G""RYE~E'd"','"  C:III)ltl'idg,', 
I>,,;,',  l'h I>  F I'  . F  '  NWOOD,  .  ", .  \·~·Jd~,~r'HAIMA'o"t!.JlbCil,"l'ti""', Edinhurgh. 
lIul1.  n.s.'.,  Sdltllli  uf  ;\l!l'il'ultUl'.'  C'aml,rid l'  • 
\  '  ,JULlAN  S,  HUXLEY,  g', 
.1,,\  ...  ZHllloJ..:wal  1.;I1'D.rlrK·EiLlJ~llg·:-.  ('!lIl"~:"1  I.ondon. 
,"'iLl  )"  F.H.S.,  Prl1f"..,.,1I1'  Id  Biolcq.!v.  t'allll,ridgl'. 
S,  1I  I'  "  ,F, H.  A.  ~ARSHALL, 
,  ."  .h  .. S.,  !\\'ad"WIl  :\j.'rll'lfltural  Php,h"!{lgy,  ('IlIllhrid/.:p 
~II'I'V"  ,'  .. ,  M',C.MILLER,  ' 
. \.  ,  "', I ,I\,SG,IE'''O' III-Itlllk IIf  .\nim."  'i('f1f'tit'~,  Ediullllrgh. 
S,'I>  .'"  ,  "  H.  F.  NUTTALL, 
,  ,  .,  l.l  .... S.,  hlll'rllu"  Ilrtllr'~.;or  of  Hiulo 1\,  I'·  I"  I 
MICHAEL  PEASE  h'  ,1111  .111  g", 
.1\,1.,\"  School  of  :\L,(riI'UltUI'"  : '.  I"  I 
F_  R.  PETHERBRlbGE~'"  11  g,', 
M .. \"  SI·hool  of  :\~1ri('Ldllll"  c·  ~  I  ,'I . 
,  • CRESSWELL  SHEARER,'"  11  g., 
".Ix,s.,  ;\I1:UOIIIV  SdHIIJi,  (-:Ullilrirll'" 
ARTHUR WALTON' ' 
Ph.D"  SI.:hool  of  .\L~rir.lIltllrt·  (!:'ll1hridl" 
I1  U  '"  ~. T,  WILSON:  ,," 
" ..  ,  1.h.,S.,  1 rof~'f'!.nr  of  Allntlllllv  C'I/lllt,'; I" 
H,  E.  WOODMAN'"  , I', 
Ph.n.,  I).Se"  SdlOoI  uf  Ihrl'irllllur't'  ('- I,' I 
>  '  '  ,  JOHN  R,  BAKER,'  .1111 "" g," 
I  ,I  lld"  III'pr.  of  Zoology  alld  (:lImpariltivt,.  Alntolllv  O·f  I 
April  21  1933  ~1't'rI'rar\'  10  thl'  "igll;lIOI'it'~;.·  . ,  ,  ...  on • 
,  .  "The Times.' 
difficulties so overwhelm-
ing  that  there  is  1i ttle 
hope  that  they  will  be 
allowed to remain.  The 
British  Government  has 
relaxed  the  regulations 
controlling  the  entrance 
of  Jews  into  Palestine. 
Will  the  Hebrew  Uni-
versity of Jerusalem seize 
~ts opportunity and equip 
Itself  with  scientists 
whose achievements have 
entitled  them  to  the  re-
spect of the whole scienti-
fic  world?  Or wilI  these 
men  be  compelled  to 
relinquish,  their  training 
and  Ideals  a~ld  t~ke  up 
other occupatIOns 111 order 
that  they  may  live? 
Rumour  has  it  that  the 
Spanish  Republic  has 
opened its doors to these 
exiles.  Certain it is  that 
Einstein has been invited 
to  occupy  a  Chair  in 
Spain.  It would, indeed, 
be  fit  recompense  if  this 
country which  drove  the 
Jews  from  its  shores 
should  invite  them  back 
three hundred years later. 
Finally,  one  wonders 
whether  a  Germanv  in 
w~i('h  rights  no  l~nger 
eXlst)  and in which free-
dom of scientific thouaht 
and facilities for work  ~lre 
governed  by  a  brutai 
political  machine,  de-
serves  the  support  of 
great  scientific  ph ilan-
thropic institutions which 
have  done  so  much  in 
recent  years  to  further 
the cause of international 
scientific research. 
"English  Scientist" 
in the 
"N  ew  Statesman 
and  Nation." 
Nazi  "purge" In  Law and  Medicine 
T 
H,E Nazi policy of  deception is nowbere  age  a.t  the  time,  by his father.  In several 
more clearly demonstrated than in the  cities, such as in Hamburg, where the a,uthol'-
case of the Jewish la,wyel's.  ities reinsta,tecl some of the ,Jewish la:wyel's in 
Upon the advent  of  the Nazis to  power,  accordance  with the  government decree  they 
over  two thousand Jewish lawyers in Berlin  wel'e  compelled  to expel them again. 
a.lone  were debarred from pleading in court.  It is becoming  daily clearer that the Nazi 
Only thirty-five were to be excluded from this  iLSSUl'lUlCeS are nothing but sops thrown to the 
general prohibition,  Those affected consisted  outside  world  in  an  endeavour  to  COIl-
to a very large extent of ex-service men many  vinee  it  that  the  Nazi  poliey  of  discrim-
of  whom  had been  either  wounded  01'  were  illation  against  the  ,Jews  will  not' he 
holders of high military decorations.  cltl'l'iecl  out  unswayed  by  either  justice 
The  glaring  injustice  of  the  doom  or  mel'cy.  .JewiRh  judges,  barristers, 
meted out to men of  and  court  officials 
this  type, was  too  hav(  suffered  the 
great  to  be  glossed  same  fate  as  the 
over  even by  Hitler,  lawyers,  fot'  the 
or  at  least  by  the  purge must.  be  com-
Nationalist  party,  plete,  and  the  Nazi 
which is in coa.lition  explanation that the 
wi th him,  A decree  !  only  judges  to  he 
was therefore issued  ,~, \  \1\ I;\,  l ,  dismi'ssed were those 
that  the  Jews  who  ,,'  witl:  Marxist  ten-
had  served  during  dencies  has  proved 
the  War were  to  be  worthy of no greater 
excluded  from  the  credence  than  theil' 
general  prohibition.  othel  utterances. 
As  yet,  howevel',  Out  of  the  seven 
there is no indica.tion  thousrmd  Jewish 
t]mt  this  decree  is  doctors in GenmlllY, 
evel'  likely to be car- six  thousand  have 
l'ied  into  pra.ctice.  hn,cl  thei  r  panel 
On the contrary, the  practice withdrawn. 
i\i[inistel's of Jlistice,  An  officiltl  C0111-
buth  of  the  Heich  munique  issued  on 
and of Pl.'ussia, have  the subject declares 
repeatedly  declared  that a  generaJ  1'eo1'-
at  public  meetings  Hy  kindprnHissio/1  0' tlte  "J)<li/y  [-{emld, "  ganisation  of  the 
t~l(l,t the decree would be ignored, and they i11- medical  arrangement.s  in  the  State  and 
RlIlUated  that  they  will  see  to  it that years  municipll1 sick benefit and other social insur-
should pass before it is esta.blished, who of the  ance  institutions has  now  been  undertaken, 
;J ewish lawyers expelled is entitled to a.ppeal'  under the supervisioll of  a Nazi commissary. 
m court.  In the meantime the ban on Jews  Until this reorganisa.tion is ca1'l'ied through a 
is complete and absolute.  general bar n,gainst  .Jewish  doctors has been 
1~he case of the Jewish lawyers constitutes  introduced. 
a}l  l~es?apable refutation ,to  the oft-l'epeatE':d  Jewish doctors who fought at the front clul'-
Nazl  chctum  that Jews  <lId  not  serve  thelr  ing the war, or served in military hospitals, 
?Olll1tl'Y  during the War.  011  investigation.  m'lived in Germany prior to  1914,  hlwe been 
It was found that, if the concession to ,Jewish  promised  exemption  from  the "purge"  of 
~x-service men was made, the eXPlllsion of .J ew- ,Jews. 
Ish lawyers could not be effected, since pl'actic'- With the example of the Jewish lawyers before 
, ally.every one could point to a record of war  our eyes,  how is one  to  expect  that  Jewish 
serVICe either by himself, or, if he were nndel'  doctors will be accorded a. different treatment? 
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EXPtJLSION  of  Jews  from  puhlic  life  in 
Germany is by 11()  ll1t:ans conl1ned to the legal 
and  medical  proft:ssions.  The  Universities  have 
been  "cleansed" of all  .kwish professors,  lecturers, 
assistants,  and  officials,  and  in  the  S;lme  way  all 
civil servants, teachers in  secondary and elementary 
schools have not been spared either.  The outside 
wurld  vie,vs  with  amazement  the  sacrilege which 
Germany  is  committing against  itself  by  ridding 
itself of its  hest brains and of the fot'emost contri-
butors to  what has  become known as German cul-
ture in  the  best sense.  The Nazis, however, con-
tinue  unperturbed  with 
national  repute,  and  the publisher of the  famous 
Gel"lnan  newspaper  on  political  economy,  the 
Archi vc of Social  Sciences. 
In  the numewus cases of Jewish professors who 
have been dismissed, no discrimination whatsoever 
has becll111ade on account of any political opinions 
they may  haVe  held.  Existing agreemellts have 
been  di~)J"egarded 01"  summarily abridged.  Where 
Jewi8h  professors  were  not  dismissed  because  of 
their  Wat"  record,  their  lectures  are  boycotted  by 
the  Nazi  students.  Instructions  issued  bv  the 
Bel'l i  n  Studen  ts'  Association,  making the  "duty" 
their "policy,"  and every 
day  new  surprises  are 
sprang  upon  the  world 
with  mOI'C  dismissals  or 
enforced  resignations  of 
professors,  scientists  and 
thinkers. 
King  of Sweden's 
Snub  to  Nazis. 
An  effective  demonstration  against  the 
blind Jew-hatred of the  Nazis  was  made 
by  King  Gustav  of Sweden  while  staying 
in  Berlin. 
The  King  has  chosen  Daniel  Prenn,  the 
leading  JeWish  tennis-player,  as  his 
partner  in  a  lawn-tennis  match.  This 
occurred just a few  days  after the  NaZis 
had  barred  Prenn  from  playing  for  Ger-
many  in  the  Davis  Cup  matches,  on  the 
ground that he is a Polish Jew. 
His  Majesty  could  not  have  made  it 
clearer  to  the  Nazis  what  he  thought  of 
their doctrine that the Jews  are a second-
class  race. 
of  German  stlldents  not 
to  attend  the lectures  of 
a "non-Aryan" ptofessor. 
This  and  the  general 
discri mi  nation  ptactised 
against  the  Jews  have 
caused  a  number  of 
eminent  Tewish  scientists 
to resign 'from their posts 
011  their own accord. The 
most  famous  of  these  is 
Professor  lames  Frank, 
the  Nobel  Prizeman  for 
Physics,  who  resigned 
from  his  position  in 
Gocttingen UniverSity as 
a  protest ag'ainst the per-
secution  of  Jews  in  his 
country. 
There  has  nevt:r  been 
any need to enlarge tlpon 
thc  services  which  fews 
have  rendered  to' the 
world  of learning.  Their 
Wot·k  in  this  respect  has 
up to now been generally 
recognised, and the  Nazi 
policy  of  wholesale  dis-
m issal  of professot·!-'  from 
the  positions  which  they 
have held  in  the German 
Universities, on no  uther 
p'round than  that of their 
} ewishncss,  ilTcspectiv(' 
of  their ,political  opinions  or  the  value  of  their 
work,  would  be pitiable  for  its  stupidity  WCl"{_~  it 
----------------------
One of the most recent 
victimt:l  to  Nazi  racial 
ideals  is  Professor  Fritz 
not so shocking for  its callousness. 
Haber,  the  famous 
Cennan chemist and  Nobel Prize winner, who has 
l1otif1ecl  the Prussian Minister for Education of his 
I'etil"ement  from  the  Directorship  of  the  Kaiser 
vVilhelm  Institute  for  Chen1istry  al1d  from  his 
Chair at Berlin  University.  It is  ironical to  note 
that  but  for  Professor  Haber's  synthesis  of 
ammonia, C~ermany would have found i-t  impossible 
to supply Cl ther food for her people or powder for 
.11er  guns during thc war. 
V;'lith fewexceptions,none but Jewish professors 
have been dismissed  from  their posts.  Foremost 
among- the exceptions are the Professor of Protes-
tant Theology in  the University of Frankfurt on 
Main, Professor Tillich, who appeared on  the con-
scription list as a  religious socialist, and Professor 
Dehll,  the Pl"Otestatlt  Theolgian of the University 
of Halle, both  of these havillg been  dismissed  011 
aCCOunt  of theil< Marxist sytnp:tthies. 
Dr.  Lederer,  one  of  the  pl"Ofessors  of  political 
economy  of  the  Berlin  University,  was  als()  dis" 
charged.  He  Was  l10t  only  a  Jew,  but  also  a 
follower of the  Marxist theory, a scholar of inter-
34 
The havoc and despair which these Summary dis-
missals  have caused  in  the life  of manv a  fa;nous 
mall  is  illustn{ted  by  the  case  of'  Professor 
Herrnal1n  Jacnbsohn,  Professor of Indo-Germanic 
hngu<lQ'Cs  in  Marbmu:  Univel"sity,  who  threw 
himself under a train after being- given compulsory 
leave of absence from his University. 
Auto"da"fe 
ITH  cries  of  exultntion,. like  sav~ge~  W  round  their camp-fire,  NaZIS  are burlllng 
all  literature  which  has  bee:l  written  by  J:w~.: 
B  fi  es  are built in the pubhc squares, books ate 
on  r  ,  .  l'  ,  of an 
'1  d  alld  amidst  the  Jeers  ann  cnes  ,  PI e  up"  ,  .  tt  tl1c' 
.  f  t"  m  they  are  g'lven  over  .)  Ignorant  ana lClS  , 
flames.  .  . .  h  hout  the 
Libraries  and  umversltles  t  l'O~g  I  h-
b  .  g  "cleansed" of anythll1g t lat  as  country are  e111  , 
been  written by Jews. 
At  Kid,  the  works 
Dr. Hoeber, the noted 
physiologist, have been 
burnt.  The  works  of 
the  phi  1  0 sop he  l', 
Stenzel,  author  of  a 
book  on  Plato  and 
the  Pythagorians,  of 
Dr. Harms, the econo-
mist,  of  Dr.  Frankel, 
Professor  of  Indo-
Germanic  Philology, 
the  novels  of  Stefan 
Zweig,  Jacob  Wasser-
man,  Lion  Feucht-
wanger  and  Thomas 
and  Henrich  Mann 
have  shared  the  same 
fate.  . 
"Militant"  bod1es 
have  been  formed  all 
over Germany to carry 
.  "  f  out the "cleansll1g  0 
the Universities.  The 
vacant  places  on  the 
shel yes  created  by  the 
'1  '11'  f  tI  ' University, it was declared, 
up  011  t 1<.'  W,\  S  ()  le  ,  ,  as  'U1  alien  and  to 
"Vi/e  W~tllt  to  regard  the Jew"  '1  ,'.  e"<'::lll'eS 
.  .  I  V  cry  l  r'lstlC  m  ,,-
take national! ty  scn~)lIs y.  .  "  '.  ,',;,  of  C~crman 
arc  to  be  taken  a~a1l1st  t:l~  .  n:ls~~~)l~ cleared out 
writing:  the  un-(~erman Splrtt IS  . 
of  pul~lic libraries  ,  .  s  who  have  declared 
Such  dem. ;l.nd~  by  st lIl
l
1ellt
1
:  ~  '., I of the German 
I t  'ely 'lt t le l 1SPOS,l 
that t ley are cn !l,  1  wI'th  tI1CI'llstruc-
'  ""  . re ance  . 
State, and arc actIng III  acco  .'  f  tile  N.t? i Iead-
tlOns  0  ,  , 
Cl'S  themselves.  . And, 
while this fanatic 19nor-
allce is taki ng its  ccr~r~e 
and  this  auto-de-fe. 1S 
dnino- its work, Jevllsh 
:::-.  . 
authors and wnters arc 
condemned to utter  ~ies­
titution and starvatIon. 
Mr.  J.  B. Priestley, 
in  the' "\7Veek  End 
Review"  sums  up the 
situation as follows:--
Duril1(T  the last few 
years  n~)re.  F:nglis~ 
people, I  ll11.ag-In~, have 
malIc  the  acquall1tance 
of  German  literat~lrel 
especial! y  its  fict:ot1, 
than  at any other tune 
ill  the  history  of  the 
two  countries.  And 
now  at  least  half  the 
authors, probably morc 
than half, admired here 
are  exiles  from  the 
very  Germany  they 
had  been  busy  reveal-
destruction  of  Jewish  . 
k  to  be  filled  Ca riooll  by  Rolltl!  Kirl,y  ill  wor  s  are  ..  . 
by  books  by  Hitler,  .  'fi"  d 
"  inrr  to English readers. 
I/l/>  "N,>'w  l'orh  ll'or/<l-TI'/t'grallJ.  I  ~w  a let'ter, the other 
M r' ht" and  other  "SClentl  c  an 
such as"  y  'lg  ,  ,  of Nazi  leaders. 
instructive works fro  pm  th~pens'sts an~i Novelists 
Even the German  oets,  ssayl  Arvan 
Club  has  been  "re-organised  to.  ens~tre,  h' ~ve 
.  M  d'  .  NaZI  Wrt  ers  , 
represen  tatlOn.  e  lOCI e f  '"  expollen  ts  of 
rplaced  some  qf  the  most· umous 
German literature.  .  :l  to create 
T  .  to  be permlttec 
In future,  no  . ew  IS  N  zi  students 
in  the German language ..  A  ~ew,  ~ i  If he 
have  decreed  can  only  thInk  1n  Jewls 1.  "  , 
'  "  '  l'  I  1  twelve propos1 tlOl1S 
Wrttes  In German he  les..  . I  bliely  posted 
by German  stltdents,  wIuch  were  pu 
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German  novelist  of  considerable 
day,  from  a  T  I  '.  f wi10se Ilovels have been  '..  or t lree 0 
distl11ctlOn,  twoF  .  l'  I  '  well  'lS other langual);es. 
I  l'  I  o·  IS  1  as  , .  ~_ 
tram; atell  111 to  ~  ~""  'f'-'  outside  Germany,  he 
h·  l,tt'r  wntten  lom  .  h' 
In  t  IS  e  e, .  "  bl' 'her here  to gIve  Im 
implored my fnend,}hl:' pu,  I  Se" ring'  tl~e  starvation 
,"t'l re  a"  le  was  n  "  . 
some  assls  ,11_  '-'  I-I' ,I  .  _.  JeWIsh con-
.  I I',  C erm'ln  pLW IS lel s- a  . 
pOlnt. .  -- IS  i>  1 b"  compelled to close clown, 
cern, 1 fallCY---1:tl  cell.  (T  He had had to leave 
and could g.l\le  I~fm ;lOthl,;1bi1e  fought  as  an officer 
Germany  hllnj\s'c  / >1: 1~~~~~reign s;les are small, his 
in  the war.  '  IlU  , ••  '-
..  "  -lespente one.  presen  t pO  SI tton  lS  ,1  l!  - < Even the children  are  not spared 
T
ENS  of  thousa.nds  of  Jewish  school-children 
ill Germany are to be deprived of the right of 
continuing their education.  The only crime that 
they have committed is  that they were born Jews, 
al1d for this they are  to suffer ,t punishment which 
was  never  before  meted  out  even  to  the  most 
hardened criminals. 
Can any country inflict a greater injustice on  its 
young chi Idren  and  youths  than  to  depri ve  them 
(lf the right to acquire knowledge? 
The argument  employed  by  the  Nazis  is  that 
the  number nf  Jewish  pupils in  schools  is  propor-
tionately too high  in  comparison  with  the  rest of 
the  population.  Official  statistics  show  that,  for 
the  year  [9.3 I (2,  out  of  4.3,214  pupils  who 
matriculated, 1,474 were Jews.  Thus the number 
of  Jewish  children  who  matriculated  constitutes 
4  })er  cent.  of  the  total, 
while  the  proportion  of 
sight  to  watch  quite small  Jewish children being 
h~atel1 by their nOI1-Jewish comrades. 
fewish  mothers are thrown into a state of acute 
pa;lic  if their children do not return home punctu-
ally.  They live  in  constant dread of wh;tt  may 
happen to their children as a result of this "educa-
tion"  which  is  crammed  into  small  German 
children by their teachers at school and their parents 
at  home.  Numerous cases  have  been  reported  in 
the  press  of  actual  barbaric  deeds  perpetrated 
against small Jewish children by their comrades. 
A further argument is  that there is  a dispropor-
tionately  high  number  of  Jews  among  the 
professional  classes,  while  the  number  of  Jewish 
labourers is negligible. 
One  would  have  thought  that  the  Govern-
ment, even with its present mentality, would have 
followed  this  line  of 
argument  to  its  logical 
the Jewish population of 
the  country is  less  than 
one per cent. 
Sir  Michael  Sadler, 
conclusion,  would  have 
encouraged  the  Jewish 
workers  to  continue  in 
their  occupations,  and 
aided  Tewish  youths 
in  their desire to  become 
manual  workers. 
The "crime" committed 
by these Jews is  that they 
have  striven  more  zea-
lously  for  kllowbige 
than the llo11-Tews. 
Master  of  University  College,  Oxford. 
The  discrimination  against  the  Jews  in 
Germany is a wound to civilisation. 
The  exact  opposite, 
however,  was  the  case. 
The  Jewish  worker  :.and 
artisan  suffers  no  less  a 
degree  of  persecution 
The Gove;l1mellt were 
not  inspired  by  these 
figures  to  make  educa-
tion  more  wide-spread 
Special  Message to World Alliance. 
.. _-_._----_._-----------, 
throughout  the  country:  instead  they  proceeded 
along  radically  opposite  lines,  and  deprived  the 
Jewish children of their right to attend schools. 
.  The  n~lI1:ber of Jewish children in  every school 
IS  to be lImited to one per cent., while the children 
of Jews who have entered the  country after  r  C) 14 
are  to  be  denied education altogether. 
Even  a  more rigorous check  is  to  be  imposed 
on  those  Jews who  wish to continue their  studies 
at  a  University. 
The official reason for these measures is  that "the 
ec.onom}c.  al1(~  cu!tural  il1flu~nce  which  people  of 
alIen Ol'lg1l1 Yield In Germanltfe weakens the homo-
genous  character  and  national  \"itality  of  the 
e  ;erman people and State." 
_.  But  here  again,  the  law  promulgaterl  bv  the 
C;overnment  merely  follows  in  the  wake  of  the 
event.  Schoolchildren,  just  as  much  as  their 
elders,  have  been  inculcated  with  the  spirit  of 
hatred  against  the  Jews.  1  t  is  a  pathetic 
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from  the  Govel'llmcnt  than  the  lewish  business-
man,  lawyer  or  doctor.  The  Jewish  worker  IS 
expelled from  the factory just as  the Jewish clerk 
is  expelled from the office.  A  Jewish youth who 
wished to pass  his  master-baker's examination was 
actually murdered by Nazi bakers.  The organisa-
tion of Jewish youths which was formed to join in 
the conscripted labour planned by the State received 
neither recognition, work or support. 
All  this merely goes to show to what extent the 
arguments expounded by the Govel'l1ment are in-
consequential  and  illogical,  and  betrays  the  tl"Ue 
motive  underlying  the  entire  campaign .. Artisan 
or businessman,  labourer or professional  man,  all 
are doomed to  the same starvation and' extermina-
tion.  The  problem,  the  Nazis  declare,  must  be 
tackled from the roots, and the result is that Tewish 
children are to be the first victims.  " 
NAZI  BRUT  ALITY 
JEWlSH CITlZENS  DRAGGED FIWM THEIH  HOlvms  AND  FOl{CED  TU  ACT 
AS  STltEET SCAVENGERS. 
37 Torture 
T
HREE centres  have  been  established  by the 
Nazis  in  Berlin  where  their  prisoners  are 
taken  for  "interrogation."  They are  situated  as 
follows: --
I.  The old war  museums  in  Parochialstrasse, 
which  has  been  put  at  the  disposaJ  of  the  Naf:is 
by  the Government, which  cannot,  therefore,  dIs-
associate itself from the atroci ties \Vh ich  have been 
committed there. 
2.  The Na.zi  barracks  in  Hedenstl'asse. 
Chalnbers 
Jewish  victim  was  compelJ'ed  to  drink  the  Ul'lne 
of his gaol  el's. 
Two American Jews) Alexander Adler, of 3920, 
Eighteenth  Avenue,  Brooklyn,  and  MaUl"ice 
Sonders,  of  556)  EastF  ourth  Street,  Brooklyn, 
who  have  come  from  Germany,  have  related 
terrifying  experiences  to  a  Jewish  Telegraphic 
Agency representative in Paris. 
Sanders  tells  that  he  went  to  the Kurfuersten-
J.  The Nazi barracks 
at  Nr.  7,  General  VOIl 
Papen Strasse. 
_  ..... __  .•. _----------------
damm to visit a friend at 
a  boarding  house.  Not 
finding  his  'friend  at 
home, he asked a maid to 
take  a  message,  where-
upon  the  maid,  noticing 
Sanders  holding  an 
English  paper,  raised  an 
alarm,  vilifying  the  for-
eign press as blackmailers 
of  Germany.  When 
Sonders called the follow-
ing day to see his friend, 
he  was  met  by  a  plain-
clothes  detective,  who 
asked to see his passport, 
which  Sonders refused to 
show,  demanding  the 
detective's  authorization 
and  credentials.  The 
plainclothes  man  then 
called  in  the police,  who 
arrested both Sanders and 
his friend Adler, who had 
been  wai ting  for  him 
downstairs. 
In  the  proVinces, 
more  torture  chambers 
have  been  established, 
and work with particular 
ferocity  and  cruelty  in 
such  towns  in  which  the 
number  of  Jews  is  con-
siderable.  The numerous 
victims  in  hospitals  who 
managed  to  escape  with 
their  lives,  both  within 
and  without  Germany, 
bear  evidence  of  serious 
maltreatment.  From  the 
number  of  cases  ex-
amined and questioned, it 
appears  that  a  definite 
technique  is  pursued  by 
the Nazis in the tnrturi ng 
of their victims. 
First)  the  victim  is 
made  to  kneel  and  is 
beaten  with  rubber  trun-
cheons.  Occasionallv he 
is  trampled  upon  if  he 
TI:-.n:  T,\);I.E  HII~  POLlTIC;\L  PHIS(}NEI~S  IN 
('I  )~CE:-'TIL\Tr(J:-:  C,\:-OIP. 
should  fall.  He is  then  allowed  to  rest  twenty 
minutes  by  the  clock,  after  which  come  twenty 
strokes from a cane.  In the Papen Strasse barracks 
gaolers  ha\'e  frequently  compdled  their  prisoners 
to beat each other.  After this they'are put against 
a wall,  where  they are compelled to  stand on their 
toes  for all  hour.  Frequently)  numbers of Nazis 
assemble  and  force  the victims  to sing Hatikvah, 
the  Horst  Wessll  song,  or  Deutschland  Uber 
Alles 
In most cases the victims are compelled to clean 
the floors of any blood resulting from the beatings. 
One case  has  been  reported in  Berlin in which a 
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Both  Sonders  and 
Adler  relate  that  they 
were  both roughly searched  at  the  police  station, 
and their papers, watches and valuables taken from 
them.  From here  they were  taken  to  the  police 
presidium  and  thrown  into  a  cellar,  where  they 
found  about  seventy  others,  half  naked,  some 
covered  with  blood,  with  crushed  ribs  and  with 
injuries  to  legs  and  heads.  They  describe  the 
prisoners as  being in a terrible condition) lying on 
the fioor, and in agony from their injuries. Among 
the prisoners was also a Catholic who was married 
to  a  Tewess.  He claimed to  have been arrested 
beca1.~se he had declared that his wife was as  good 
as any German woman.  He was thereupon carried 
(Cuntinlled  OH  pa.ge  40) 
CONCENTHATION  CAMPS. 
.IN T  THE  Ol{ANlENBUl{C  CONCENTHATlO:>l  CAMP.  DmLLS  FOH  POLITICAL PmSONERS  • 
39 off  hy  Nazis,  had  his 
skull  broken,  and  was 
a Iso  otherwise  III a 1. 
trl~ated. 
The Cathulic prisoncr, 
they rehte  bc(nred  them 
J  1  1:'"'-0 
to  reveal  to  the  wOI·ld 
what  was  happening,  as 
SOOI1  as  they  were  re-
leased.  . 
They  also  tell  of  an-
othcr  pri~oller,  a  young 
Jew  from  Kalisz,  whose 
home was broken into by 
Nazis,  who  forced  him 
and his father to beat each 
other.  The  YOU1JO'  Jew  J'b  h  •  Clescrl  ed. how, when they 
refused  to  comply,  they 
were  beaten  by  the 
Nazis  until  the  blond 
flowed,  and  were  then 
forced  to  lick  their  Own 
blood.  They were also 
subsequell  tly arrested and 
thrown  into  the cellar at 
the police presidium. 
The Americans further 
describe  how  i nd ivi dual 
prisoners arc taken nut of 
the  cellar  at  night  and 
subjected  to  excruciating 
cruel  ty.  . 
Both  Americans  assert 
that  the outside world  is 
unaware of the real extent 
nf  the atrocities still  pro-
ceeding in C;ennany. 
Light  on  the  methods 
of torture followed bv the 
Nazis is  :tlso  shed hy  the 
foll()wing·  statcmel1 t  bv a 
C~erl1lan'  refu()'ce  ag~ed 
~  b  .1  \ 
twenty-flvc,  whKh  \vas 
publishcd  ill  the  "M:m. 
chester  Guardian." 
Mr.  C.  R.  Atlee,  M.P. 
Racial  Discrimination  Must Cease. 
I  have  great  pleasure  in  accepting  the 
Ed~'tor's request to write a short message 
for publication.  Everyone  in this  country, 
and indeed throughout the world, who has 
any  respect  for  Uberty,  must be appalled 
at  the  actions. of the  National  Socialists 
during  the  last  few  months.  Since  they 
came  into  power  they  have  done  their 
utmost  to  stamp  out  all  freedom  of 
thought  in  Germany.  The JeWish  popula" 
tion.  including as it does some of  the most 
prominent  citiZens of Germany,  has  been 
subjected to a hideous persecution,  unlike 
anything  that  has  been  known  since  the 
Middle  Ages. 
Not  only  Jews,  but  men  and  women  of 
all creeds,  have been attacked.  The great 
Social  Democratic Movement of Germany 
has  been  syst~matical/y persecuted,  and 
its leaders go in  daily terror of their lives. 
All  that  it  has  done  for  Germany  since 
the  War  is  in  danger of being  destroyed. 
Social services,  housing developments,  all 
the  spirit  that  makes  modern  Germany 
such a far finer country than the Germany 
of pre-War days,  is  threatened.  The  old 
militaristic  spirit  that  was  rife  in  all 
countries  before  the  War  is  returning  to 
Germany  under  the  National  Socialist 
regime,  and  threatens  to  plunge  Europe 
once more into War. 
We  of the  Labour  Movement  in  Great 
Britain  look  with  the  keenest  anxiety  at 
Germany  to"day.  RaCial  discrimination 
must  cease  and  there  must  be  freedom 
for all if  we are to carry  on  in the modern 
world.  Onc.e  more  I wish  to  record  my 
sympathy  WIth  all  who  are  trying  to  give 
back to Germany that Liberty which some 
of her  leaders  have  deprived  her  of and 
which  is  essential  for  the  development 
of her culture. 
Special  Me\Sage  to  World  Allianc,>. 
hOl'dc  of  heavily  armed 
Storm  Troopers  rushed 
in.  While some of them 
burst  into  my  house-
keeper's  room,  cut  oif 
the telephone, and search-
ed  the  flat,  the  others 
threw  me  down  on  my 
hed.  I was so beaten wi th 
revolver  - butts,  ridinr)" 
whips,  and  fists  that  my 
bed  was  qui te  full  of 
blood.  My bedroom was 
turned upside down,  but 
without anything incrim-
inating  being found.  A 
treatis'e  on  r~1ativity was 
seized, along with all  my 
private  papers,  includi ng 
some  tax  receipts  and  a 
pawnbroker's  receipt  for 
a  clock worth  120 marks 
(£6).  I  would rather not 
repeat  the  abuse  which 
went with the blows. 
I  was then forced with 
blows to get up and enter 
a  motor-car.  I  was taken 
to  the  Standartenhureau 
(Storm Troop unit head-
quarters) at ---.  J was 
driven  with  fists  and 
whips  up  two  flights  of 
stairs  to  the  office.  I 
noticed  many  rifles  and 
other weapons.  Then the 
questioning  began.  The 
commander,  who  ques-
tioned  me,  threw  my 
treatise  on  relativity into 
the corner with the words 
"This  relativity  Jew!" 
I was accused of the most 
monstrollS  th ings --- of 
assau Its,  espionage,  and 
so  on.  T was  then  ex-
pected  to  make  confes-
sions  about  the  Social ist 
On  the  nig·ht  of  Feb-
I'uai-y  :2 S  th-March  r st 
(the  Reichstag  had  been 
h.lil'll.ed  Oil  February 27th) I Was :l\vakctlc:l bv loud 
1'1Ilglllg  ;tnd  k flocking.  V/hell  my  h()l1scke(~pcr 
asked who Was  then:, she gut the ;lIlSWc'r:  "If  VOll 
do not  ~)pell,  We  shoot through thl' dool'.  This IS 
the  polIce!"  She  then  opened  the  doo!',  and  a 
alld  Communist  move-
ll~cllt~;.  \\'hclI  1 said  I  had  nothing  to  do  with 
either,  and  whl'n  I  demonstrated  this,  T  was 
belahuured with  whips and fists  at every de1lial. 
Wh!.:'.l  they had  exhaust~d their fUl'y, T  was ag;iin 
Pllshed Into a  motor-car With  the usual abuse. We 
drove towarL1s  the ----- (a wood); there were. four 
armed Nazis in  the  car,  two  of whom  held  their. 
rC\'olvers  rontinnallv to my head.  I  was made tn 
(fct out and takell  f;~r into the  wood.  Then I was 
~)ld  that  I  would  be  shot.  "Am  I  to  be  mur" 
dered  without  more  ado?"  I  asked.  "It is  not 
murder," said a  Nazi, "it is judgment."  I  asked 
to  speak  to  the  leader,  and said  to  .hil~l:.  ~'Have 
you not got a  mother at home who  IS  waltl11g  for 
YOLl  My mother is old and sickly and a widow, 
the disgusting stuff, while two men held pistols to 
my head.  Then I  colhp~ed. 
The Nnzis clisappeared in  their car.  T dragged 
myself tn the rllad, where a  taxi picked me  up and 
took me to the dressing station.  I was afterwards 
taken  to  the  hospital  in -"--.  (The  original  of 
my hospital discharge is at your disposal). 
Nazis have entered my Rat  several  times  since, 
but have not touched  me.  I  felt myself to be in 
danger  and  fled  from  Germany.  Nothing  has 
A  .JEW PARADED  THROUGH STHEETS  IN HEFUSE  CART. 
NOTE  CIIAl{ACnmISTIC  NAZI  Ir-:SCRIPTION  ON  PHOTO. 
and I am her only son.  This will mean her death." 
After  consulting  with  some  of  the  othets,  the 
leader came back and said:  "1  will give you your 
life on one condition."  I  was amazed, and said: 
"Is that  really  true?"  I  got a  blow in the face, 
with  the  words:  "A  Storm  Trooper  keeps  his 
word."  1 was told to choose between drinking a 
litre  (more  than  a  quart)  of  castor oil  and  being 
shot.  . I  naturally chose the first.  I  was  told to 
break the bottle when  I  had  drunk it.  I  drank 
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been allecred against me by the police. 
I  ans:er for  the truth  of  my  statements with 
my signature. 
eWe  have  the  full  name  and  address  of  the 
writer, and  have omitted  them,  together with  all 
other details which might lead to his identification. 
The letter has beel1  independently investigated by 
our chief correspondent  in Austria, who  confirms 
its  authenticity.  Both  letter  and  statemetlt  are 
. translated  from  the  German.-ED.  "GUARD.") The Jew  IS  the Scape--goat. 
T
HE question  is  often  asked,  why  do  we  hear 
so much more about the persecution of Jews 
in  Germany  than  the  persecution  of  communists 
or  socialists?  It is  not only  the Jews, after all, 
that are  persecuted  by the Nazis.  It is  outside 
the scope of this booklet to deal with  the question 
of the treatment of non-Jews in Germany, but, in 
order  to  answer  this  question,  it is  necessary  to 
point out that the persecution suffered by the Jews 
is  far more acute and proportionately considerably 
greater  than  that  which  falls  to  the  lot  ()t  allY 
other  section  of  the 
community. 
A communist or social-
ist  can  obtain absolution 
any  interest  in  political  or party  matters.  It  is 
enough  for  a  Jewish  lawyer  to  have  acted  in  his 
professional  capacity  as  counsel  for  a  communist, 
for  him  to  be  branded  as  a  member of the  same 
party, and arrested,  tortured, or even  murdered. 
The Jew  is  given  no  chance.  He may  have 
been  a  political opponent of the existing order or 
he may have been just an ordinary individual with 
no  interest  in  politics,  pursuing  his  own  occupa-
tion  like  a  million  other peaceful  citizens.  No 
difference  is  made in his sentence.  The crime of 
the  Jew  is  the  crime  d 
his  Jewish blood.  He is 
condemned  because  his 
father  or his grandfather 
was  of  Jewish faith.  by  a  recantation  of  his 
previous views.  For the 
Jew,  there  is  no  such 
possibility of escape. The 
fact  that  he  was  born 
a Jew or of Jewish  stock 
is enough.  Suffice it that 
his  paternal  or  materal 
grandparents  were  Jews, 
no  matter what  services 
he or his forefathers may 
have  rendered  to  the 
State, he remains for ever 
beyond the pale. 
Holford  Knight,  K.C.,  M.P.  The  Nazi  party  has 
decreed that the Jew must 
perish, no matter what he 
has  done  for  Germany, 
whatever the business or 
trade  he  is  pursuing, 
whatever  the  views  and 
convIctIOns  he  holds. 
The  mentality  of  the 
entire  Nazi  party  to-
wards  the  Jewish  ques-
tion  is  patently  summed 
up by Dr. Goebbels,  the 
present  Minister  of 
Propaganda  and  "En-
lightenment,"  in  a  book 
The  proportion  of 
Jews among the ranks of 
the  communists  in  Ger-
many  is  conspicuous  for 
its  very  insignificance. 
"  Check the Excesses." 
The  conscience  of the  world  has  been 
affronted by the persecutions in Germany. 
We  should  say  to  the  representatives  of 
the  great  German  nation:  "In  your 
hands  lies  the  duty  of  governing  your 
motherland,  but  you  have  also  a duty  to 
mankind.  Check  the  excesses  and 
preserve the  honour of your  country." 
At a  Public  Meeting. 
which  he  published  in 
1929, entitled "Der Nazi 
Soci." 
There  is  hardly  a  Jew  to  be  found  among  the 
lea~ers of the  party, and among the rank and file 
their num~e~s are equally inappreciable.  Among 
the  five  mdbon  votes  polled  by  the  Communist 
Party a!  the last elections, only an extremely small 
proportlOn could have been Jewish. 
"Certainly,"  he  writes,  "the  Jew  is  a  human 
being, but the flea  is  also an animal, although not 
a  pleasant one.  We shall  not fail  in our duty to 
ourselves  or  our  consciences  if  we  attempt  to 
kill it or render it innocuous.  So with the Jews." 
.  In spite of  this,  Jews form  the greater prop  01'-
tlOn  of those who have been  kidnapped, arrested, 
or taken into "protective custody." 
Among these are Jews who have never displayed 
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It  sheds  some  illumination  on  the  present 
situation in  Germany that the author of such crass. 
stupidity  and  petty  bigotry  should  occupy  the 
position of Minister of "Enlightenment." 
Charge agalnst  German Government 
LORD  CECIL  OF  CHEL WOOD. 
A
s I  understand it three different  all.eg~­
tions  are made.  In the first place It IS 
said that members of the Jewish community 
have been treated with great violence and out-
rage  and that that has been  done not indeed 
by  the  authorisation of  the  Go-yernment  but 
without interference by  the polIce  and other 
representatives  of  the  Government.  As  to 
that,  I  believe  that the German Government 
h'ave  made  in  the  strongest  way  protests 
against  what  they  re-
gard  as  the great ex-
aggerations  that have 
been  made on  the sub-
would have  enabled the Govern:ment to put a 
stop to  any proceedings of  that kind. 
Then there is a third matter which perhaps 
in  its ultimate results  is  going  to  1;>6  more 
serious  than  any  other  to  the  J~wls.h com-
munity-that is,  the compulsory dIsmIssal of 
Jews from judgeships, from appointments as 
doctors  anci  so 'on,  which  is going on  now  ~1l 
over  Germany.  The  people .who  are  sC?  ~lS­
missed  are  put in a  very  dIfficult  pOSItIOn, 
because  it  is  obvious 
that it  will be very diffi-
cult  for  them  in those 
circumstances  to  ac-
ject.  They have said 
that  the  Govern;ment 
are en:tirely guiltless in 
the  matter,  and  that 
such  events  as  may 
have  occurred  have 
been merely the inevit-
able  if regrettable ex-
cesses which take place 
in a time of revolution. 
There  is  also  another 
charge,  that the news-
papers  in  Germany, 
or  some  of them,  have 
published  the  most 
violent  and  inflamma-
tory  articles  against 
the  Jews.  Instances 
have  been  sent  to  me, 
with which  I  will not 
trouble your Lordships 
The  Archbishop  of Canterbury 
quire any kind of pri-
vatE'  practice  of  their 
own,  and  paturally 
they will be ruined ~nd 
put in very great dIffi-
culties  as  to  living. 
That is  not  denied  at 
all,  as I understand it. 
It is  admitted.  Some 
of  it,  at  any  rate,  is 
justified on the ground 
-a  rather  strange 
ground - that  some-
thinO'  in the  nature of 
a  b~ycott  has  been 
organised against <?-er~ 
man  trade in varIOUS 
countries and  that the 
Governments  ~of  those 
countries  have  done 
nothing  to  stop  it. 
by reading, but certain-
ly,  if they  are typical 
of  much  that has been 
said  in  Germany they 
joins  in  the Protest. 
"I  earnestly  trust  that  His  Majesty's 
Government  will  be  able  to  give  as-
surances-I  know  they  will-that  they 
are doing whatever seems to them possible 
to  express  the  concern  of the  people  of 
this country and of their Christian  felJow-
citizens  with  regard  to  the  JeWish  com-
munity,  and,  not  least,  the  concern  of 
those  among  them  who  are  animated  by 
feelings  of  sincere  friendship  for  the 
German  people.' t 
.  House  of  Lords. 
That  is  a  rather 
strange  doctrine -
novel,  as  far  as  I 
know, in International 
La-w-but at any  rate 
are  a  very  scandalous 
abuse  of  the licence of the Press.  I  do  not 
understand that that is denied; at least I have 
seen  no  denial of  it.  Of  course it becomes 
very  difficult  to  understand by  friends  of 
Germany  in this country-and I  have never 
been  since  the War anything else-beca,-:se 
there is in existence in Germany a very strIct 
censorship  which  one  would  have  thought 
it  has  this  effect,  that  it  seems  to  recog-
nise  that  these  matters  are  matters  of 
international  concern.  These  events  have 
undoubtedly  caused  great  anxiety  in  this 
country.  Your Lordships will not forget that 
there' are  many  thousands,  hundreds  of 
thousands  of  Jews who  are subjects  of His 
Majesty the King,  and are among  the most 
48 1H'1l('Pithh·  :11111  1I/'!lPI'I,\'  l'itiZ('II~: ill  Illi~ l'llllldl',\',  Id,llnl'  ('(JlIIIII'i('~  JI('~id(~~ thn  l'nlllltl'i(·~ in w/ti(,11 
IL  i~  qllitu (Ikiltll;;  (llilt  ('I ('lit;';  ill  ;L  r(Jl'('i,I,~'ll  LlIfIS('1I1illl.lI'itie~ lin~, 'flUll. wasot'igillallv Hl'Ipd 
(~Olll1tl'~' whidl ,';l1lse gTenl  :lll\i('I~' alld  lllll'('sf  II.pUll  Hl::!  IOllg  ago tlH  the Berlin, Congress,  and 
I '  it "'!IS YPI'Y  fl'(I('l~'  r1C'if·d  Ilpnn  III  Ihe PPHep or  ill  ;1  Inrg'('  :';(,I'liOll  of  II1I'  l)tlll/llnt ilJlI  or  1 lIS  .  I  I 
V(~I'S;) ill!'s.  1l111!lllg  ollt('l'  TI·ent.ws  ''y  W  lit'11 
eOlllltl',\  lUllS! gi\(' .. ll\it·t." 1"  till' (;'1\('1'111111'11(.  (~t'ltaill  cllnlltl'ie~  undertook  defillite  ohligil 
alld to  ,\'1>\11'  L"l'dship~.  fL  i~  l'('p()l'ied  ill tll('  ti()jl~ that they would trpat such  milHwiLi('~ ill 
l'l'eSH  thnt  ill  t.he  Ulli[pd  :--\tat('~.  wlipre  tllP  prec:isely  the same  way and  with  the  Hn1m' 
positioll iH prohahly C'H'llllllll'e ;Wl/Lp thnu IINC',  rights as they treated nll,\'  other of their snb-
tile UOVel'lII1H'lIt, IJHVlI  IluJllgllt it right t() l!lake  .iectf;.  Those  Treaties  do  Ilot  apply  to 
friPll(lly  re})l'('seJlln,,  __  ,_____________  C;'el'mallY.  I  quite  ad-
tiOll~ on  the sub:iect  to  mit,  hut  it  is  wottll 
the  Uennan  Govern- David  Lloyd  George,  M.P.  remarking  that  there 
ment.  I  do  not know  Salvation  is  of the Jews.  is  perhaps no  countl'Y 
whether that is true 01'  "  I feel  grateful  to  the  gifted  race  (the  in the whole of Europe 
Hot,  nor  do  I  know  Jews),  who  became  the  agents  of trons-
'vlletlle,l'  tll~  ()'C)Vet'I1"  )  h  Id  which  has  iusistpd  ,  .'  mitting this book  (the  Bible  to t  e wor  . 
mellt  would  think  nil\'  I wish  Christendom  would  remember  one  11101'('  stl'enuo1lsly  npon 
useful  put'pose  woulil  of the  phrases  in  that  great  book-that  tlw strict perfOl'maw'p 
hp  served by  sllC'h  l'lq)  salvation  is of the Jews.  It  isn't their only  of  the  ohligations  ill 
t'C'stmlatiulI"  but I  feel  contribution  to  human  civilisation.  It  is  tl  l'  t'  I  J  ' lose  ,rea ,les.  mve 
it right  to  call  theil'  their greatest.  It is the greatest any  race 
[lttpution  to  the  mnt- has  ever  made  to  human  civilisation. 
ter.  They  wi 11  not  At the present moment they  are enduring 
forget,  I  alii  sut'e,  a mean  persecution  in  one  of the  great 
tl  t  t'!  .  I  I' ()  l'  countries of Christendom.  It is rooted in a  'Ht  ,l.e  Hpel~lH  ) ,s -
lioll  WP  occupy  ill  degrading  envy.  Jews  in  that country,  as 
Palestille aH  the MaIl- in  every  country,  have  attained  high 
daL()I'Y 1'01' that tOlllltl'y  POSitions  not  because  they  are  Jews,  but 
.  1  because they are men of great intellectual  domi  gIve  us  It  rat le!'  f 
1  attainment,  and  many  of them  men  0  sl)eeial  positioll  ,vit 1  f.,  d  resplendent  rrenius.  Gi,te  races  are 
l'egal'CI  tn the fOl'tunos  never  popular  where  they  are  in  a 
()t'  misforLllllcs  (If  t.he  h  G  minority.  ,  .  .  I am  sorry  t  e  erman 
.Jewish  COlllllllllliLy  Government  should  have  taken  this  line 
wherever the,Ylnny  ht'.  at  the  moment.  ... It  is  a misfortune 
Evidently  Olle  of  tlte  to  Germany  and  the  world.  She  gains 
DoulItries  in  whieh  W(1  not/ling,  and  nobody  will  gain  anything. 
Ilre  intel'estccl  may  he  No  man  ever  profited  from  !Jatred. 
deeply  nfl'eet,pd  hy  sllt'11  Hatred  is  savage.  It  hurts  the  man  who 
events.  cherishes  it  more  than  the  man  against 
hent'd  at Geneva,  awl 
anybody who has bee]} 
there must have heard 
too,  the  l'epresenta-' 
tive!'!  of  the  (jel'IllHn  .- novernment  pl'essl1lg' 
ver?  strongly  for 
tJlP  strict  admin-
istration  of  those 
Trenties  and.  indeed, 
lIl'ging that they ongh t 
to he  made more strin-
gent,  and  that  the 
1ll Heh i n eJ'y  of  the 
League sh()uld be made 
more drastic in dealing 
with  them. 
I  know  it  will  he  whom  it is directed," 
, I  I  1"  Certainly it is [t little  sal(  tUlt. L 11S  IS n mn t- At  Meeting  of  British  and  Foreign  Bible  Society. 
ter entil'ely of the Iln- nstonishing  that  n 
tional  ncll11iniHL1·atio!1·-------------'------------ country that has tn:kell 
of German\' ill whidl we have  110  right to ill- that line should regard  it  as  legitimate to 
terfel'e,  mIC!  in n certain sfmse  I  cannot.  do  treat.  it  certain  seetion  of  its  population  in 
othm'  thn.n  admit t.hat  thnt  is  suo  But YOUI'  qnite n  different way  from  the  mannel'  in 
Lordships will  !'emellll)(~I' that fnl'  ve!'y  nHmy  whidl  i t  tn~ats the  majority.  To  pnt  the 
yeaTs-I think I  (~m rigltL  ill  saying fot'  lIlOl'('  thillg quite simply,  it seems  diflienlt  to  con-
than fifty vpal's .  It hnH  j,P(,11  t'01l11110l1  grollnd  , 
that ill (:('l:taiu  l'il'(·IIlIl~I.alll'('s nl  all\' I'ate I1IP  tend  that  Hnti-Semitism  in  Gernmny  IS 
tl'eatuH:'nt  of  mcinl.  lil1~lIist.i(:  nll(ll'(,tiginn~  perfectly  legitillliltl.~  hut  Huti..i(}el'mnnislll  in 
minorities  is  a  matter  of'  consideration  fOl'  Poland is Rn  act of tyranny. 
House  of  l.ords, 
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Lord  Reading's  Appeal 
I 
INTERVENE at this moment only because as a 
member  of  that  Jewish  community  and  a 
member of  your Lordships'  House  I  find  it  im-
possible  to  sit still  without  adding  my prayer  to 
the Government to do  all  that it may  be  possible 
for  them  to  do  in  the  difficulties  which  I  know 
surround  them,  in  order  that  at  least  they may 
represent  the  views  of  a  large  majority  in  this 
country,  to  use  no  stronger  expression. 
I  do desire to press upon your Lordships in  my 
capacity  as  a  member of this House  some  of  the 
difficul ties which are con-
fronting  the Jewish com-
munity at this moment in 
having been announced in Germany as the measure 
which is  to  be  put into operation by the German 
Government. 
I  pass  over what  may  happen sometimes when 
a  Government  have  recourse  to measures  of  this 
kind which may produce attacks of a different kind, 
attacks which have not been intended.  I pass over 
that.  All I  desire to impress upon His Majesty's 
Government is  that, whilst realising  that they are 
in  a  very  difficult  situation  in  dealing  with  this 
matter,  I  do  believe  that  some  steps  are  open to 
them,  and  11  suggest 
respectfully  to  them  that 
they  should  at  least  use 
Germany.  I  am  not  in 
the  slightest  degree  go-
ing  to  travel  into  con-
troversial matters.  What-
ever may be said outside 
is  another  question  and 
whatever may have  been 
done is also quite another 
matter,  The  point  I  de-
sire to impress upon your 
Lordships is that the diffi-
culties that are now being 
created are  in relation  to 
the  educated,  intelligent, 
professional  classes  in 
Germany.  Usually, look-
ing through a  long series 
of  difficulties  through 
which  the  Jewish  com-
munity  has  had  to  pass, 
the attack upon them has 
been  made in relation  to 
Lord  Mount Temple,  P.e. 
such legitimate means as 
are within their power to 
let Germany  know  what 
is  the  opinion  of  this 
country and  what  is  felt 
by the British people.  I 
have  no  doubt  of  the 
nature  of  that  feeling 
from  the  information 
that  has  come  to  me 
from a variety of sources 
and  from  all  political 
Parties  and  sections  of 
opinion  in  the  country, 
and I  beg  that  they  will 
use  that  knowledge  and 
make  such  employmellt 
of it as  they think legiti-
mate and useful.  I  can-
not press them to do  any-
thing further.  I  hope  I 
speculation or to  finance. 
The  attack  at  this  mo-
I mportant Section  of Germany's  Popu-
lation Threatened  in  its very Existence. 
The  fact  that the  JeWish  Population  has 
been  made  the  butt of hatred  and  per-
secution  cannot  be  Wiped  away  by 
" dementis. " 
England  has  the  old  tradition  of  inter-
ceding  for  all  persecuted  and  oppressed 
peoples.  What is taking place in Germany 
is  in  its way the worst that could  pOSSibly 
happen.  Here is a great centre of  culture, 
in the heart of Europe,  with a right to the 
respect  of nations.  It  is  impOSSible  as 
human  beings  and  Christian  men  and 
women  to  look  on  in  silence  while  an 
important  section  of Germany's  popula-
tion,  the  JeWish  section,  ;s  gravely 
threatened  its  very  existence. 
At a  Public Meeting 
ment as  indicated by the Government-and I  am 
referring to  nothing else-which is  to  take effect, 
as  I  understand, from April  I st,  is an  attack upon 
the pwfessors at the Universities, the Judges and 
the lawyers, and the men of the medical profession 
who  happen  to be  members  of  the  Jewish  com-
munity,  and ,it  is  made  solely  because  they  are 
members  of the Jewish community.  That is  not 
a  question for  controversy at all.  In  what I  am 
statin$'  to  your  Lordships  I  am  most  carefully 
referrmg  only  to  what  has  been  formally 
announced;  what  I  have  read  this  morning  as 
have  not in  the  observa-
tions I have made to vour 
Lordships  to-day  trans-
gressed in any way the rules which should properly 
govern our conduct in this House, but I. found  It 
quite impossible to sit as  a  member of thiS  House 
in a seat in your Lordships' House, knowing what 
is happening ill  Germany realising that the discrim-
ination which is  made  merely is  against  men  and 
wome1l who are Jews, because they are Jews) with-
out giving expression to my views, not so  much as 
a member of the Jewish community, but as a mem-
ber  of  your  Lordships'  House  which  has  never 
failed  to  express  its  opinion when  it  has  thought 
rhat wrong has  been done. 
HOlIst  of  Lords. 
-45 "Nazi Argulnel1ts  Transparently  Dishonest" 
B.  JANNER,  M.P. 
T
HE fact  which  is  most  disturbing  to  thl: 
civilised  people of  tlll:  worlli  is  the cruelly 
deliberate  policy  of  suppression  which  is  now  in 
process  of  active  realisation  in  Germany.  Tt  is 
this fact  which is filling the world with the gravest 
anxiety and  moving it  to urgent protest.  There 
is  no  question  of  any 
identified  themsel ves  with  the  German  nation  is 
a wild  perversion of the truth.  German Jewry as 
a  community has  been  settled  ill  the  country for 
/1l,lt1Y  centuries.  As  early as  the  year  321  there 
was 'a  German community.  It has  rejoiced  in  its 
citizenship  and  gave  some  12,000  lives  to  the 
national cause during the 
vVorld  War.  More- exaggeration  here.  The 
policy  is  openly avowed; 
it  is  part  and  parcel--if 
not  the  whole-of  the 
Nazi  programme,  which 
seeks to extirpate all  nOll-
Aryan influence from the 
national life. Its operation 
in  practice  is  manifested 
in  the  columns  of  the 
Nazi  Press,  which  daily 
publishes  long  lists  of 
Jewish  doctors  driven 
from  hospitals,  Jewish 
lawyers  and  judges  ex-
pelled  from  the  courts, 
and  Jewish  nurses  pre-
vented  from  carrying 
on  their  merciful  work. 
Even  Jewish  sportsmen 
like  Prenn  have  been 
forbidden  to  play.  In 
fact,  night  after  night 
Nazi spokesmen proclaim 
on  the  wireless  that 
Jewry will  be destroyed. 
Sir  Austin  Chamberlain, 
M.P.,  K.C.,  P.c., 
Germany's  Narrow,  Exclusive, 
Aggressive  Spirit. 
What  is  this  new  spirit  of  German 
nationalism?  The  worst  of  the  011-
Prussian  Imperialism,  with  an  added 
savagery, a racial pride,  an exclUSiveness 
which  cannot allow  to  any  fellow-subject 
not of pure  "Nordic birth  11  equality of 
rights  and  citizenship  within  the  nation 
to  which  he  belongs.  Are  you  going  to 
discuss  revIsion  with  a  Government 
like  that? ... Europe  is  menaced  and 
Germany  is  afflicted  by  this  narrow, 
exclUSive, aggressive spirit,  by which  it is 
a crime  to  be  in  favour  of peace  and  a 
crime to be a  Jew.  That is not a Germany 
to  which  we  can  afford  to make  conces-
sions .... Before you can afford to decide 
or  to  urge  others  to  decide,  you  must 
see  a Germany  whose  mind  is  turned  to 
peace, who will  use her equality of status 
to  secure  her  own  safety  but  not  to 
menace the safety of others  ;  a Germany 
which  has  learnt  not  only  how  to  live 
herself but  how  to  let  others  live  inside 
her  and  beside  her. 
House  of Commons. 
'-----_._--------------
over, the whole argument 
that  Jews  have  not  be-
come  part  of  the  nation 
is  a  transparently  dis-
honest  one,  seeing  that 
thc  Nazi  policy  is  de-
voted precisely to prevent-
ing  the~ fro~ doing so, 
that  poltcy bcmg a  race-
pure Teuton Germany. 
I  would therefore sug-
gest  that  the  plan  of 
Jewish  suppression  is 
based  upon  no  moral 
ground,  just as  its  prin-
ciple is a ridiculous denial 
of ethnological facts.  As 
such  I  feel  that  this 
House  will  understand 
the  emotion  to  which  it 
has  given  rise  among 
Tews  the  world  over.  In 
this  great  hour  of  trial 
they  have  received  enor-
mous  encourage men t 
from the world-wide sup-
port  and  sympathy  that 
have  been  so  spontane-
ously  shown  in  every 
direction and from every 
party.  They believe,  in 
particular,  that  appeals 
m~de by this House and 
Thc  small  community 
subject  to  this  ferocious 
attack  numbers  only 
some 500,000 or 600,000 
people  within  a  popula-
tion  of  over  60,000,000 
--less than one in a  hun-
dred - and  the  Nazis 
must  be  singularly  dis-
trustful of their country if  they think it capable of 
being subjugated by so  small  a  minority.  But, 
small as Gerinan Jewry is  in  numbers) it has  con-
tributed  men  of  outstanding  eminence  to  the 
country  in  all  walks  of  culture.  Whether  in 
music,  literature,  or science,  Jew!:!  have  won  dis-
tinction and enriched the  national life.  The plea 
that  these  men and  their co-religionists  have  not 
from the Bri  tish people-··· 
ever  the  guardians  of  religious  liberty-will 
not go  unheeded.  This country has  a  splendid 
tradition  in  this  regard.  Tt  stretches hack  to  thc 
far-off  days  of  Cromwell.  England's voice  has 
been  raised  again  and  again  in  the  cause  of  the 
oppressecl, and not least of the oppressed Jews.  It 
has  been heard with respect, and it will be listened 
to again.  House  of  COllllllons 
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"He who seeks  Equity, must do  Equity;; 
MAJOR  H.  L.  NATHAN,  M.P. 
.  . 
I 
BELIEVE  those  who  are  now  III  power  111 
Germany,  Herr  Hitler,  Captain  Goering, 
Dr. Goebels and their Nazis, have for the moment, 
at least dissipated  the  prospects  of  Europe being 
rendered safer for democracy.  They have roused 
the moral conscience of the world. 
The  Nazis  are  at  present  in  Germany, 
deliberately carrying out a carefully planned policy 
and  here  are  two  of 
its  25  points.  First, 
Jews  must  be  de-
prived  of  the  rights 
of  ci tizens.  A  new 
class is to be created in 
Germany,  a  class  of 
non-Clt!Zens.  Then, 
Jews  must  not  hold 
official  or  semi-official 
't'  ,  What does  pas! lOns. 
that  mean,  reduced to 
plain terms?  It means 
that  the  Jews  are 
denied  the  elementary 
riO'hts  of  citizenship. 
b 
They pay their taxes to 
"La  Po'pulaire}1J  Paris. 
are  treated as  something like  heroes  who deserve 
well of the Republic. 
I am not at all sure that the most serious feature 
of the present situation  is  not this,  that Germany 
is  so  cowed  that  at  the  moment  not  a  single 
responsible voice has been raised in Germany itself 
against  the terror  that  has  been existing there. 
ECONOMIC 
TERROR. 
After  the  physical 
terror  comes  what  is 
far  more  formidable, 
far  more  lasting,  and 
that  is)  the  economic 
terror.  That is an out-
rage upon  a  race  that 
in  peace  and  war  has 
servcd Germany well. 
the State, they obey the 
laws  of  the  State,  but 
they have  none  of  the 
e 1  e men tar  y  rights 
which  mcmbership  of 
the State confers. They 
have  duties,  but  they 
have no rights.  They 
I-hTJ.ER  CINNOT  i\L\KE  UI'  HIS  MIND  vVlJO~!  TO  fOLLOW. 
I  know  a  family  of 
Jews that has lived in 
a  great  German  city 
since  the  year  16°4. 
I ts  ancestry  can  be 
traced back in that city 
for  more  than  300 
years.  They  are  Jews 
by birth, Jews by faith 
and Jews by race.  The 
man  of· whom  I  am 
thinking  is  a  lawyer. 
He served in the Ger-
have a full claim to citizenship, but they are treated 
as  outlaws. See how that works out in reference to 
the tales of atrocities. I  can quite understand how, 
in  moments  of  revolutionary  excitement,  groups 
of  irrespot;sible  youths,  maddened  by  militarist 
propaganda of the most  vicious type, fed  on  hate 
and  nurtured  on  lies,  may  herc  and  there  break 
out into acts of violence.  But the serious thing, 
and what shocks the conscience of the world is  that 
there  is  no attempt to control  them,  still less  any 
attempt  to  punish  them.  On  the  contrary,  they 
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man army as a private, 
and  he  served  on  the  Russian front.  At  this 
moment, that Jew, with 300 years of German his-
tory  behind  him,  is  a  r<:fug:ee  in  this  country, 
deprived of the means of ltvelihood.  Let me take 
another friend of mine, also a lawyer, with perhaps 
the  leading  practice  in  one  of  the great Germall 
cities.  Of his four grand-parents, three were non-
Jewish and one alone was Jewish.  He himself is 
a  Christian.  He served in  the German Army as 
an officer, and he was awarded the Iron Cross and 
some clisti nction, the name of which I  forget, for 
valour.  One grandfathcr was  a  Jew.  To-day 
that man is a refugee in Scandinavia. In  the city  of  London  the  other day  there was 
a  telephone message sent  to Leipsic, and  the man 
sending the  /llessag(~ was speaking to his  brother. 
He asked  his  hrother what  the  situation  was  in 
Germany, and  he  was  very  much  alarmed.  This 
is  the  answer  that  he  got:  "Oh,  everything  is 
beautiful here.  Don't worry about us in the least. 
All  these tales of atrocities arc  all  nonscnse.  \71/ e 
are carrying on our business just as  usual.  Don't 
waste your money 011 telephoning all  the way from 
London  to  me  here  in  Leipsic."  The  man  in 
London, within 24 hours from  that telephone COll-
versation, received a tele-
gram from his brother, to 
whom he  had  spoken at 
Therefore,  the  suggestion  that  the  British 
Govcrnment  should  make  representations  to  a 
foreign Power upon such a subject is  by no means 
(lJ1e  for  which  there  is  no  precedent.  I  do  not 
think  it would  be  out of  the  way  if  the Foreign 
Secn.:tary  were  to  point  out  to  Germany  the  old 
English  adage  that  "He who  seeks  equity  must 
do  equity."  It  is  only  equity  that  is  desrired 
from  the  German  Government  in  relation  to  its 
citiuns, both Jews and otherwise, who are now suf-
suffering  from  the  terror,  both  physical  and 
economic. 
There  is 
question  of 
the  British 
also  the 
whether 
Govern-
Leipsic,  but  who  was 
then in Holland, and the 
telegram  said:  "Happy 
to  say  arrived  safely  in 
Holland." The terrorism 
in  Germany at present is 
something  that  we  in 
happy free England can-
not  really  understand  at 
all. 
Lord  Hugh  Cecil.  ment  can  initiate  ac-
tion  before  the  Leag:ue 
of  Nations.  There'-'  is  Oppression  Deeply Shameful. 
DEMAND  FOR 
BRITISH 
REPRESENTATION 
I  understand,  and  I 
fully  subscribe  to,  the 
view  that  one  sovereign 
Our country is so  far almost free  from  the 
wickedness  of anti-Semitism.  But  I need 
hardly assure you that I deplore. as wicked 
and  pre-eminently  unchristian,  the  op-
pression  and  cruelty with  which  the Jews 
have  been  treated  in  Germany,  os  in 
former  ages  they  have  been  treated 
elsewhere.  Such  oppression  is  deeply 
shameful to the  German government  and 
deserves the reprobation of aI/  Christians 
and  aI/ honest and humane men. 
a  German-Polish  Con-
vention  of  I922,  under 
the  terms  of  which  it  is 
stated,  I  believe  I  am 
right  in  saying,  that  the 
position  of  minorities  in 
Germany  is  a  matter  of 
international  concern. 
Great  Britain  has  long 
been  the  mouthpiece  of 
the world when questions 
of liberty were involved, 
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State  cannot  interfere 
with  the  internal  affairs 
of another, but I  am  not quite sure whether even 
those who subscribe most firmly to that view would 
also  consider that questions of racial  and religious 
persecution are entirely matters of internal policy. 
Humanity has  no  frontiers)  and freedom  has  110 
boundaries.  There have  been  precedents  for  the 
action  of  Great  Britain  in  such  circumstances  as 
those which now prevail.  I believe I  am  accurate 
in  saying that ill  a situation some 20 years ago in 
which  persecution  of  the  Jews  was  taking  place 
in  Russia,  the  late King Edward on  the advice of 
his  Ministers,  held  language  with  the  Czar  of 
Russia on this subject, with a view to obtainin}!'  a 
modification  of the conditions in  Russia, and wtth 
the result of obtaining a modification  of the condi· 
tions relating to Jews  in  Russia. 
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and for the protection of 
minorities  against  racial 
and religious persecution 
ought  not the  voice  of  this  country  to  be raised 
in the halls of the League of Nations?  I also add 
my voice  to  that of the right hon.  Gentleman the 
Member for West Birmingham in  suggesting that 
the  Foreign  Secretary  should  make  it  clear  to 
Germany  that  she  cannot expect  that treaties will 
be  revised,  even  to  secure  her what many  of  us 
believe  to  be  her just demands,  unless  she  makes 
liberty and  justice secure within her own  borders. 
Let Germany show a response to the public opinion 
(lf  the  world,  and  let  her  enshrine  liberty  firmly 
in  her  own  country.  It  may  not  then  be  long 
hefore  she  is  restored  to  that  equality  of  status 
which  she  seeks.  110tl.H! of  C'01HHWHS. 
"Very  grave  events  have  occurred" 
SIR  HERBERT  SAMUEL,  M.P. 
T
HERE  has  been  a  spontaneous  outburst of 
public opinion in this country, as well as  in 
America  and  in many other countries,  at what is 
undoubtedly a  piece of religious and racial  perse-
cution.  Some  of  the  communities  of  Jews  in 
Germany  have  been  settled  in  that country  ever 
since  the  time  of  the  . 
the  I2th century surging up in  the middle of  the 
20th century.  It has  often been said  that history 
points out that the countries which have oppressed 
the Jews have declined, and that those which have 
treated them with kindness have flourished.  Some 
have  thought  that  this  is  a  special  example  of 
Divine  intervention.  It 
may be  that  the  two  are 
really consequences of the 
same cause-that a nation 
which  has  a  broad  spirit 
of  tolerance,  and  respect 
for liberty, shows in that 
a  strong  moral  strength 
and political wisdom, and 
that  that  moral  strength 
and  political  wisdom 
bring  national  success. 
On the other hand, where 
there  is  intolerance,  and 
where  there  is  a  narrow 
spirit  of  exclusiveness, 
that  is  an  example  of 
physical  power  covering 
and hiding what is eSsen-
tially  moral  weakness, 
and that leads ultimately 
to national failure. 
Roman Empire, and indi- r-----------------
viduals  among  them and 
their ancestors, have con-
tributed  greatly  to  the 
enlargement of the glory 
of  German life.  I  depre-
cate  most  strongly  any 
exaggerated  accounts  of 
what has befallen them in 
these  days,  but  estab-
lished  facts  are ample  to 
show  that  very  grave 
events  have  occurred  lfl 
many  parts of  Germany, 
and, particularly, cases of 
shocking  violence.  In 
addition,  there  has  been 
insult and degr,adation to 
great numbers of worthy 
and self-respecting people 
and  a  deliberate  system 
has been adopted by oust-
ing  many  of  them  from 
professional,  commercial, 
and  industrial  positions 
they  have  occupied,  al-
though  sometimes  their 
fathers  and ancestors be-
fore  them  for  several 
generations  have  occu-
pied  posts  of  similar 
character. 
In  the  Middle  Ages, 
when  there  was a  perse-
cution  of  the  Jews,  the 
Winston  Churchill,  M.P., 
on 
Martial  and  Pugnacious  Manifestations 
I am  not going  to  use  harsh  words  about 
Germany and  about the conditions  there. 
I am  addreSSing myself to the  problem  in 
a severely practical manner.  Neverthe-
less, one of  the things which we were told 
after the Great War would be a security 
for  us  was  Parliamentary  institutions  in 
Germany;  that  she  would  be  a  de-
mocracy  with  Parliamentary  institutions. 
All that has  been  swept away.  You  have 
dictatorship-most  grim  dictatorship. 
You have militar!sm and appeals to every 
form  of fighting  ,spirit,  from  the  reintro-
duction  of duelling  in  the  colleges  to the 
Minister of  Education advising the plenti-
ful  use  of the  cane  in  the  elementary 
schools.  You  have  these  martial  or 
pugnacious  manifestations,  and  also  this 
persecution  of  the  Jews,  of which  so 
many  hon.  Members  have  spoken  and 
which  appeals to  everyone who  feels  that 
men  and  women  have  a right  to  live  in 
the world where they are born,  and  have 
a right  to  pursue  a livelihood which  has 
hitherto been  guaranteed them  under the 
public  laws  of the  land  of their birth. 
House of Commons. 
The  Jews  all  through 
the  centuries  have  occu-
pied  the  rather  uncom-
fortable position of being 
the  test  of  character  of 
the  nation among whom 
they live.  The Jews have 
been  the  touchstone  of 
the  nations  all  through 
the  centuries.  I  feel  I 
may speak not only as  a 
member  of  the  com-
munity  myself  but  as  a 
representative  of  the 
mob  would burn, insult and rob.  In these latter 
days  the method is  different.  It is  now not their 
property which is  looted, but their posts.  They 
are  robbed not of  their goods but of  their liveli-
hood,  and I  am not sure but that is  worse.  In 
biology,  sometimes  in  a  species,  you  may  get  a 
throw-back  to a  more primitive type, and so  it is 
pccasionfl.Jly  in history.  Strangely, we seem to see 
Liberals in  this  coun try  in protesting against the 
action  taken  in  Germany.  When I say I  think 1 
may  speak' for  Liberals,  I  mean  not  merely 
Members  of  the  Liberal  Party  but  all  who hold 
liberal  ideas.  Respect for civil  liberty and equal 
justice is  really  innate in  the British people of all 
parties. 
(COllti>l1wi  on  page  50J 
49 What  action  should  IlOW  be  taken  with 
regard  to  the  oppressed  Jews  of  Germany? 
It has been  suggested  that Palestine might prove 
an outlet for a certain number of them.  I  had the 
privilege of giving five  years to the service of the 
great experiment that is  being made  in  Palestine, 
and it is a profound satisfaction to us that at present 
Palestine is  the  onc country in  the world which  is 
prosperous,  which  ha~  no  unemployment,  and 
which  has  a  considerable  surplus  i  11  its  national 
Budget.  But  even  that  prosperity  does  not 
permit the unlimited immigration of a fresh popu-
lation  which  is  to  be 
maintained  by  their 
Sllmerhillg  !lIay  be  done  possibly  in  Palestine, 
and  perhaps  something  may  be  done by  a  little 
relaxatioll  of  the  vel")'  severe  conditions  of 
admissiotl into this country.  Though here, again, 
the  econ()mic  state  of  things  and  the  widespread 
unemployment  would  prevent  any  action  being 
taken  Oil  a  large  scale.  But  in  France  and  in 
Belgi um  special  measures  have  been  taken  to 
assist and to permit the entrance of those who are 
refugees from Germany, and  that might, perhaps, 
be  done  even  here  to  national  advantage. 
'\Then  one  remembers 
the great contribution  to 
labour  on  the  soil,  and 
the  principle  that  has 
been  laid  down  by  the 
Government  and  which 
hns  reguhted admission 
into  Palestine hitherto  is 
sound,  that  the  number 
of persons to be admitted 
must  depend  upon  the 
absorptive capacity of the 
country.  A  good  deal 
can  be  done in  that  COll-
nection  in  view  of  the 
fact  that  Palestine  is  at 
present  prosperous,  and 
I  think  that  the  local 
administration  is  taking 
steps  nlready  to  secure 
that  the  doors  shall  be 
opened  as  widely  to  the 
refugee  Jews  from  Ger-
many  as  the  economic 
conditions  can  possibly 
allow. 
Sir  James  Barrie, 
craftsmanship  and  indus-
try which  followed  from 
the  Huguenots  fleeing 
from  l"e1igious  persecu-
tion  in  France,  one  may 
think  that  perhaps  also 
there  may  be again  here 
great contributions made 
to  science,  medicine  and 
scholarship, to drama and 
to music, and to other arts 
by the admission of some 
of those who are l"eqllired 
to  leave  the  country  in 
which  they have  lived so 
long. 
President of the Society of Authors. 
Intellectual Life  of Germany will  Suffer. 
The Society of Authors wishes to  point out 
that  contemporary  German  literature, 
which  of late  years  has  achieved  popu-
larity  in  this  country,  has  done  much  to 
further  an  understanding  between  the 
German  and  English-speaking  peoples. 
The  SOCiety,  is,  therefore,  strongly moved 
to protest against the  recent proscription 
of many German  authors whose work has 
added  distinction  to  that  literature,  and 
to  remind  those  responSible  for  such 
proscription  that  the  intellectual  life  of 
their  country  will  suffer greatly  unless  it 
is  secured  against  the  malice of political 
and  racial  prejudices  and  allowed  a 
reasonable  freedom  of  thought  and 
speech. " 
Letter to the German Ambassador in  London. 
-"-------------------------""  - - - - ----- -
But  the  main  solution 
must  come  out  of  Ger-
many  itself,  and  to  that 
end  the  influence  of  the 
opinion  of  the  whole 
world  will  contribute.  I 
am not one of those who 
advocated  the  boycott 
When I am speaking of Palestine may I say this 
one further word?  When  I  remember  the  type 
of Jewish population which I found there working 
on  the land-the men  ploughing, digging, plant-
ing, sowing, sweating in the sun, con'verting hun-
dreds  of  miles  of wilderness  into  gardens,  when 
I  remembel"  the  splendid  young  women  one  saw 
there, with their intelligent faces and their fearless 
eyes,  when  I  remember  the  evenings  in  those 
colonies, where the young people got together for 
music or for lectures, and interminable discussions 
on  politics,  religion,  economics  and  philosophy, 
and when  I see this community growing up show-
ing what Jews can do under conditions of freedom 
and independence, I  am amazed at the travesty of 
the national characteristics which  is  given in  some 
of the anti-Semitic literature of Germany. 
of German  goods,  and such  a  movement has  not 
been  authorised,  as  far  as  1  know,  by  any 
responsible  Jewish  organisation  in  this  country, 
and I \vould desire nothing to be done which would 
imperil  the  relations between  the British Govern-
ment and the German Government  Tt  is  rather a 
matter  for  public  opinion  expressed  outside  this 
House, and  within  it,  to bring its powerful  influ-
ence to bear upon the course of events in Germany. 
Let  the  opinion  of  mankind  here  and  elsewhere 
declare that to persecute people anywhere, or at any 
time,  011  account  of  their  race  or  relig'ion  is  an 
abomination, and that all  men are entitl~d to equai 
civil rights before the law. and let the voice of the 
Parliaments proclaim  it. 
50  HOllse  of  Commolls. 
"Friendly  but  Firln  Remonstrance" 
SIR  JOHN  SIMON. 
F
IRST, I  desire  to  say  a  word  on  the  special 
concern  which  we  have at  the  present  time 
with regard to the news as to the treatment of Jews 
in  Germany. 
I  do not think it would be out of place if I  say 
now,  speaking as  a  Member of  the Government, 
that  it would  be a  profound  mistake  for  anyone 
in  any  country  to  imagine  that  this  feeling  is 
. either  limited  to  or  instigated  by  members of 
the Jewish  community.  On  the  contrary,  it  is 
a  spontaneous expression  and  it  is  an inevitable 
expression of the attachment which we all  feel  to 
the principle of racial  toleration. 
It is  also  one of those 
things  which  have  en-
tioll of the foreign Government to the importance 
of  seeing  that  Ollr  own  fellow-subjects  are  dealt 
with  justly.  That  is  quite  a  difFerent  situation, 
of  course,  from  this,  when  you are  dealing with 
the situation in a foreign country of those, what-
ever their race may be, who are themselves subjects 
of that foreign nation. 
But while that is  so,  and while I  bear that dis-
tinction most fully in mind, I may be permitted to 
say  that  these  recent  events  in  Germany 
not  only  have  very  gravely  troubled  universal 
British  opinion,  but  they  have  as  a  matter 
of fact  presented  to  the 
Government  here  some 
tered into  the  traditions 
of  the  whole  of  the 
British  people.  To-day, 
there  is  no  distinction 
between any of us, what-
ever our party affiliations 
may  be,  and  we  cannot 
conceive that civil liberty, 
upon which  the progress 
not only of great nations 
but  of  neighbourly  rela-
tions so often depend, are 
not gravely  menaced  by 
the  matters  to  which 
attention has been called 
to-day.  It is  not a Jewish 
outlook  and  it  is  not 
merely  the  outlook of  a 
Viscount  Snowden,  P.e. 
special  problems  for 
which  the  Government 
have  to  take  responsi-
bility.  One  effect  is 
that  considerable  nUm-
bers  of  people  who  are 
endeavouring  to  leave 
Germany are applying to 
enter at our ports, and to 
spend  a  time,  short  or 
long,  in  our  own  coun-
try.  For  my  part,  I 
proclaim  myself  as  be-
longing  to  that  school 
which holds, on the whole 
and with  the long view, 
that the admission to this 
coun try  of  people  of 
Germany Doing Great Injury to Herself. 
I profoundly  regret  the  attitude  of the 
German  authorities  towards  the  JeWish 
population  in  Germany,  and  the suppres-
sion of the democratic  movements and of 
the free  expreSSion of opinion. 
J  regret  this,  not  only  because  of  the 
suffering  and  loss  it  inflicts  upon  the 
persecuted,  but  because  of  the  great 
injury  it is  doing  to Germany herself and 
to  her  reputation  amongst the  nations  of 
the  world. 
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section or of a party; it is 
wh~t may truly be called the Anglo-Saxon outlook. 
It  IS  the  outJoook  of  those  who  have  inherited 
traditions which  have  been  common  to  England 
and Germany alike.  I  make these  observations 
knowing well  the responsibility  which  rests  upon 
the Government  in  such  a  matter, and  I  do not 
believe  that we  should be  expressing  the feelings 
of  the  country if  I  did  not associate  myself with 
what has been said on this subject to-day. 
We all recognise the distinction, the most impor-
tant distinction, between the functions of a Govern-
n:ent such  as our own  to  make direct representa-
tIOns  to  a  foreig'n  State,  ~f  citizens  of  our  own 
in  that foreign  ~o~lntry at:e  in jeopardJ:-.  If large 
numbers  ?f  BritIsh  subjects  of  JeWIsh  descent 
anywhere In  the world are exposed to unfair treat-
ment, then it is the duty of the British Government 
to make direct representations and to call the atten-
good character who bring 
their trade and experience with them, is a gain and 
not  a  loss  to  this country.  I  am sure that at the 
present time the sentiment o~ our own. people  w~l1 
not  wish  us  to  be  ullfeeltng  or  nIggardly  1n 
administering that branch of the law. 
r have,  I -hope,  indicated with sufficient frank-
ness and fullness the concern that the Government 
entertain  in common with the rest of the House, 
towards  ~his very  grave  matter.  I  do  not think 
that it will be in the interest of the Jews themselves 
for His Majesty's Government to  conceive them-
selves  clothed  with  authority  to  intervene  on 
behalf of foreiall citizens in another country.  The 
real  effect  which  we  all  seek  to  bring  about  by 
friendly  but  by  firm  remonstrance  is  the  effect 
which has been  produced by the Debate to-clay-
the  undoubted  effect  of what  has  been  said  here 
on  public opinion outside. 
House of Commons. LOltD  OLIVIER 
Y  01~ ask "ne  to  e.-';'jJl'ess  my attitude  towards  the  anti-J  ewish 
peJ'secut'ions of the N(LZ'is  ,in  Gerrnany.  In 'relation to  the rnembers 
of your  racial  comrnun'ity  of which  sorne  are  penonal friends  for 
whom  I  have  felt ,the  h'ighest  admiration and  affection  for  many 
yean, I  can only express lny  detestation of the at1'Ocity  and cruelty 
of this persf3C1ltion,  and rny  syrnpathy  for  all  the  many Jews  who 
rnust  be  suffering  and  are  likely to  suffer'  through it.  In a  still 
wider (.bspect,  as an appreciator and admirer of the  German people, 
mnonfl whom also  I halve  had dear  friends, I witness with gr'ief and 
astonishrnent  the  snbmergence',  I  trust only  temporary,  of a great 
and enlightened nation by a flood  0 t ignorant and st'upid ua1'barisrn 
and  {L  reproach  to  dllilisation and the  dignity of humanit1;.  The 
lJlummnplIon  is  'incO'lnpl'ehensible,  rlnd  barely  cnd'ible.  ' 
SIR  EDWAH.D  M.  MOUNTAIN,  BT.,  J.P. 
!lInnnging  Director,  fhgle,  Star  nn,1'  British  Dominion AssurancE  Company,  Limitp!l. 
I  haDe  always thought and still do  think that  the  Jews  are  a 
greClt  asset to  any co?!,ntry,  attracting trade and giDing  ~mployment 
1lJkwh would other71nse  go  elsewhere,  and I  fLm  of opinion that fLny 
c()untr'y  i.~ poorer  without them. 
SIR  FARQUHAR  BUZZARD,  BART. 
As one  who  has always ente'rta1:ned  the  highest respeot  f01'  the 
'l!fLluable  oontributions  made  by  J e10S  to  science  in general  and to 
rne.d!:r.:al. science  in l)(l,l't?:c'ltlal',  I.  l'eyard  tlte  ant-i-semitisrn  now  p1'e-
va:lbng om Germany as {l1J(!ry Sel'W1l8 menace to the progress of hu,man 
knO'lnledge  and (J,  blot  on  the  good  name  of that gr'eat  count7'y. 
THE  RT.  REV.  THE  BISHOP  OF  ELY. 
J can  onlJ/  say  that  the  acc01~;~t of the  treatment  of J  B11JS  in 
Germany fills  rne  1J!ith  in(Uf/nation  fL1}d  S07'r07JJ.  T h1:s  feel'ing  must 
.mrely be  81w1'ed by all men of goodw'/,ll. 
EARL  OF  DROGHEDA. 
I am  str'ongly opposed  to  all religions persBmttion  of whateve1' 
ki'nd,  and detest the form it is takr:ng  r:n  Ger'many at the  moment.  . 
REV.  C.  A.  ALINGTON. 
5 <)  ,., 
VISCOUNTESS  SNOWDEN. 
To  those  of 1lS  who  worked  for  an  ear'ly  negotiated  peaoe  as 
aga~nst a war to a finish; for a iu.st peace when the negotiations were 
takomg  place; tor an  ear'ly rev'/,swn  of the Treaty of Ver'sailles,  the 
present  behaDw1lr  of the  German  Government in its treatment  of 
the Jews and of other bodies of German cit'izens is like a blow in the 
face,  We are obliged to  review our' position and to realise that any 
further effort for the ameliomtion of Germany's position w01lld  be 
mistaken so  long  as the present terror continues 
Owing to shortage of  space we  arc  unable  to  publish  the  hundreds of  messages  of  sympathy 
with our aims received by the Grand Council of the World  Alliance  for  Combating Anti-Semitism. 
"Vc  hope  to be  able to  incorporate them in  om' next issue. 
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The  Patl1  to  Victory 
TIll'  most  pO/(,I'r/llt  /I!('llj'Ol/  I/Jkit:h/IJe  l)ossess  witli,  which  to  combat  Ilnti, 
SI'lt/ itism  in  D'l!l'mauyis  the  boycott.  lVo  po'weTS  of  per's'lUlsion,  no  d£plonwtit 
ill te nWJ/ timl,  not  ('()/iN  moral  PI'I!SSlIl'I!  has  succeeded  ,in  inti'llc'in!l  the  Gennall 
(IIIthoJ'ities  to  }'etreat  fr07n  their So//)([{!II  flolicy  of 1'Ilining mul Rxtel'rninatin[1 the 
Jf'/I'isli  populatioll  i'lL  their tountl'y. 
Tlwre is only one  force  which 'will compel the Nazis to  change their attitlldl'. 
'1'1/1'  flr(fllm tmto  f  eCOfwrlL'ic  boycott  will hao(J to be ernployed by e'IJel'yone UJ 11,0 fals, 
toyetlwJ'  lI'ith liS,  (Iblwrl'f'11.ce  and dis(l1/.st  at the  7J1'f'sent  pohl:Y  conductPr/  by  tli" 
Nllzis. 
Fi!J/ll'('S  of Uenlllllly's exp()),t  t)'((I/(' foJ'  the ji,l'st qlllll'tp1' of Hl8:1 already sluJ//I 
({.  drOll of OIlI!1' six minion pounds as  c01n7Jareri  with the samc quarter (/ yea/'  (JlfO. 
Rxpol'ts  from  Germany  to  England  during this period haD8  dropped by  O'I){!/' one 
1/1/1/  If.  //11.7 ill/illion pounds. 
The econo7n'ic boycott can be  still increased, and is to be inct('({seri if  (tny ('II([II!II' 
III thi'  Nazi l)o/?:ny  {;(J'II'lll'ds thp  Jews is to  /;f'I:ntJ'or/lll'pd. 
nO,ll{'ott  Germ(/ n  {foods! 
,-II1()id  tl'll/'eni",!!  in  Ul'l'uwn stl'(l1//('}'S! 
DOIl't  tllkn  yow'  /ioliriaysin (/f11'7nany! 
DOlI't  frequl'nt  /,/.u.ernlls  lolwl'e  Uel'lllllll  films  (lJ'f'  {'xilihiteri: 
A roid d('([l/nyw  (/I'I'UlIUI  J)/'()(hll:ts 01'  materials! 
.. I  !food  (11~1t1  llIls  ([INl/tly  hel'lI  dOli!'  i1l  this dil'f'ctioll.  A  spoutmlf'OIlSmOI'f!-
mellt, I'l'omptl'fl by  /f'('lill!l'''' of I'eplllsion fit th(,Sf! acts o.f terror. has oll'f'wly (fl'isPrl. 
l'  hl'sl' effol'ts U'ill  110 ID  be  (Jo-ordinated and oJ'!lllnised.  T he  (~frnwn economic war 
1I(1(fillst the ,/I'II'S m Its! be  ('on/J'olltl'r/  111111  ('ombllt('r/.  Tht'  IW/'!I  instrument  used 
by titl' Nfl.zi,...  is (If :'10/11'  disl)O,wtl.  too! 
Refrllill  from  plll'l~/w,'iillff  ("/,1'1II11l1  {Ioods  mul help  118  to  hr/nff  to  (HI  end the 
NiI;;,i  t('}'f'OI' rr(rainst tile .II'II'S.  ['11  this manner wnm'!/l'i{!ht-rninded rnllll. (ZlId/f'()1fW11 
(,fin  eXj)/'(' ss  t lwit'  riP! (station  (} f  the  Nazi jH1l'SecIlt ions and [}()liey  of di,"cl'imill  (f-
tion  flJ/d  briny 0111'  stl'll(l(lle to  (l  victorious rmd. 
-
-
-
-
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BOYCOTT  (} KRlVIAN  (lOOTm! 
COMBAT THE  GEHlVTAN  BOYCOTT  AGAINST ,JEw!" -BOYC(YI"l'  GERMAN  GOODS, 
55 THE  data  Jmblishcd  in  the 
j.Jrcccdillg  j)«gcs  wen:  taken 
fin))!  "'Th"  Times,"  "The Daily 
'fdc'grdplz, "  "'Th"  rvImlchl.'ster 
C;wlnlidll,"  The  Jewish  Tele-
gr.tphiL  Agellcy,  and  fTt11H  ocher 
resj)()Ilsiblc  SI furLes. 
MnCHEL\.,  ,.  RAL.EIQH  LIMITED 
fublilJ1c'rJ. P, i",o-s  08"  Stat,o,un 
l'  1 FORE 91 ftEET. l.ONDON, E  C. ~ 
l"u  ....... o" ..  : J  Mt:'r  ..  ~h  .. o~'tA..  ,...,.4/. 
WORLD  ALLIANCE  FOR  COMBATING  ANTI.SEMITISM 
(BRITISH  EMPIRE  HEADQUARTERS.) 
33.  ST.  JAMES'S  STREET.  LONDON,  S.W.1. 
Telephones:  Tolegraphlc Addr  ... : 
WHITEHALL  7622-3.  NOMOLAS. PICCY.  LONDON 
Dear  Sir, 
We  are  sending  you herewith a  copy  of our 
first publication under  the  title  "J'Accuse".  It is 
a  gruesome  record of ascertainable facts  of the 
Nazi  regime  in Germany. 
As  one  interested in the furtherance  of the 
progress  of mankind  you  will,  we  are  sure,  feel 
that  only  by  revealing the  truth about  the  Nazi 
outrages  can this blot  on civilisation be  erased. 
This  is not  a  fight  of just sixteen million 
Jews  against  sixty five  million Germans,  as Hitler 
chooses  to put it.  This  is a  fight  of  the  entire 
civilised world against barbarism  and  tyranny. 
You  will no  doubt  wish to give  a  practical 
turn to  your  sympathy.  You  cannot  do  better t4an 
support  our  movement  and  so  help to create  a  world 
opinion which will make  a  recurrence  of such 
atrocities impossible. 
We  trust that you will become  a  member  of 
our Association and will  see  your  way  to helping us 
by  contributing to  our funds. 
Yours faithfully, 
WORLD  ALLIANCE  FOR  COMBATING  ANTI-SEMITISM. WORLD  ALLIANCE  FOR  COMBATING  ANTI"SEMITISM 
(BRITISH  EMPIRE  HEADQUARTERS,) 
33,  ST.  J  A ME S ' S  S T R E ET,  L 0  N DON,  S.W. I. 
Telephones:  Tcle'r'aphlc Address: 
WHITEHALL  7622-3.  NOMOLAS, PICCY,  LONDON. 
Less  than  fifteen  years  after the  martyrdom of the World 
War the hyd ra-headed monster of Prussian frightfulness, cruelty 
and oppression has once again bared its poison fangs in  Germany. 
Hardly  has  the ink dried on  the Peace  Treaty of Versailles 
that  proclaimed  the  triumph  of  civilisation  over  barbarity 
and  the  rights  of the  weak  over  brute  might  than  the  world 
faces  afresh  the  terror  of Teutonic  Junkerdom. 
Let  there  be  no  mistake.  The  Nazi  Germany  of  Adolf 
Hitler,  Goering and  Goebbels  is  none  other than the ruthless 
demon  of savagery that set the burning  brand  to the civilised 
world  of  1914,  and  doomed  countless  myriads  of  innocent 
victims  to slaughter  and  sent  millions  in  the  flower  of their 
youth  to  untimely graves. 
The  so-called  "new  Germany"  is  a  myth,  invented  to 
hoodwink and  mesmerise  a world  weary for  peace  and  worn 
by  suffering  and  want.  The  Nazi  successors to the"  might  is 
right"  militarist  oppressors  of  Germany  are  seeking  in  the 
same old  way to hack and  bludgeon their way into their "place 
in  the sun." 
Just  as  weak  and  innocent  Belgium  lay  trampled  and 
bleeding  under the wheels of the Prussian juggernaut, so,  now, 
a defenceless minority of six hu ndred thousand Jews of Germany 
lies  crushed  and  writhing  under the spikes  of  the  NaZi  heel. The  bestial  persecution of the German Jews  is  nothing less 
than a raucous challenge and  a defiance to the rest of the world. 
The  murders by  the score, the physical  attacks on  thousands of 
Jewish  citizens  are  but  the  crude  manifestation  of  a  diabolic 
design and of a doctrine of infamous iniquity that aims at nothing 
less  than the desecration of all  the cherished  ideals of humanity 
and  civilisation. 
The  creed  of anti-Semitism  adopted  by  the  Hitler  Nazis 
as  a  political  dogma openly  proclaims the civic obliteration and 
the  economic  extinction  of  an  inoffensive  and  peace-loving 
minority. 
The  gospel  of  the  "Nord  ic  superiority"  merely  masks 
the  base,  cruel  and  impudent  Teutonic  claim  to  dominate, 
terrorise  and  submerge  the  weak  and  the  defenceless. 
The  Jews  of  Germany  are  being  sacrificed  to  the  cruel 
gods of NaZi  infamy,  to the bestial worship  of brute arrogance, 
and  the  mad  lust  of vengeance. 
The  Nazi  creed of minority suppression and  blind  Violence 
against  weaker" enemies  11  is  not  confining  its  blatant gospel 
to  Germany  alone.  It  is  spreading  like  a  cankerous  growth 
thr~ughout Europe.  Nazis" Cells"  fed  by  the  triumphant 
bullIes of Germany are being created in  all the Central European 
countries,  inflaming  the  somnolent  passions  of  strident 
Nationalism,  proclaiming the doctrine of racial  hatreds" as  an 
instrument of national  policy," and  urging the mobs  to orgies 
of Jew-baiting  and  political  persecution. 
Twelve  thousand  Jews  died  on  the  German  battlefields, 
scores  of  thousands  were  maimed,  fighting  their  own  flesh 
and  blood  in the World War.  To-day, the Jewish  war veterans 
of  G~rmany,. :heir  wives,  brothers  and  children are  writhing 
under  the  pItiless  lash  of  their  Nazi  masters. 
For  ten  years  after  the War,  Germany  stood  weeping  at 
the  doors  of  her  former  enemies,  proclaiming  her  weakness 
and  poverty and  begging for  help  and  sympathy.  Jews  all  the 
world  over aided  her  to achieve  that sympathy and  to gain for 
her material  help.  Jewish  statesmen  in  Germany  pleaded  her 
own  cause  with  the  world  allies.  Steadily,  Germany's  war 
shackles, financial  and  political  have  been  unchained.  She  has 
been  given  financial  and  political  freedom. 
How  has  Germany  repaid  her benefactors?  By  the Nazi 
hordes,  who  have  crashed  into  power  on  the· new  cry  of 
"  Might," and  now  rend  their political opponents and  torture 
their Jewish  citizens. 
The  people of Israel  are standing  united  by  their brethren 
in  Germany.  They are ready and  determined to face  and fight 
the  20th  century  Goliath  that  is  bellowing  and  smashing  his 
path  through  the  new  German  jungle. 
Goliath shall  be fought and conquered as  he  was  in  the days 
of yore, not alone by  the weapons of man  but by the aid  of the 
omnipotent  power  of divine  justice  and  human  rights. 
The Jewish  people are  ready to do battle once and  for  all 
with  the  Gorgon  of  anti-Semitism  that  seeks  to  belch  its 
poison  breath  over  the  pure  lands  of Europe. 
But in  entering the battle arena the Jewish  people call  upon 
the world to witness that the wrongs that Nazi  Germany seeks 
to inflict on  her child ren  are a provocation and  a  challenge  to 
the elementary and  basic  rights of humanity for which  genera-
tions  have  bled  and  died. 
In  the  name  of the Almighty  God  Who shields the weak 
from  the  strong,  aye,  in  the  name  of the  Great  Founder  of 
Christianity, Who sprang from  Israel's  loins, we call  upon  the 
brotherhood of civilised  nations to denounce the perpetrators 
of the unspeakable  Nazi  outrage on  humanity and  to proclaim 
the  right  of the  Jew  to  dwell  in  peace,  to earn  his  bread  in 
freedom, and to be  safe  under the protection of human  justice. WORLD  ALLIANCE  FOR  COMBATING  ANTI.SEMITISM 
SALOMON  HOUSE, 
33.  ST.  JAMES'S  STREET.  LONDON,  S.W.1. 
Mr. 
S1'i'  Mrs  .............. H", 
&  Miss 
of 
hereby  apply  for  membership  of  the  WORLD  ALLIANCE  FOR  COMBATING 
ANTI-SEMITISM  and  if accepted,  pledge  myself  to  do  all  in  my  power  to  further 
the cause. 
Signed ." 
Date .. 
•  ~  ,  ,  J  !,  I  !'  ,  •  ,  ,  •  ,  \. ; 
WORLD  ALLIANCE  FOR  COMBATING  ANTI-SEMITISM 
SALOMON  HOUSE. 
33,  ST.  JAMES'S  STREET,  LONDON.  S.W.I. 
I  beg  to  enclose  ~eq~  for  ................................ pounds  ....................................  shillings 
donation  and  .................................... pence  as  my  ~-:--:- to  the  WORLD  ALLIANCE 
FOR  COMBATING  ANTI-SEMITISM. 
Signature  ..... 
Address. 
£ 